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Part

Disclosure Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This Annual Report on Form 10-K contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 relating to our operations results of operations and other

matters that are based on our current expectations estimates forecasts and projections Words such as

anticipate believe could expect estimate intend may opportunitJ plan potential

project should and will and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements

For example we make certain forward-looking statements regarding our current estimates for revenue and

profitability for certain of our business units for 2011 These statements reflect number of risks

uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or

implied by our forward-looking statements These risks include without limitation risks that economic

and political conditions including regulatoty or legislative action adversely afftct us or our clients

businesses and levels of business activity we cannot expand and develop our services and solutions in

response to changes in technology and client demand we cannot compete effectively in the highly

competitive consulting systems integration and technology and outsourcing markets our work in the

government contracting environment exposes us to additional risks our clients may terminate their

contracts with us or they may be unable or unwilling to pay us for our services which may impact our

accounting assumptions our oulsourcing services subject us to operational
and financial risk the

type
and level of technology spending by our clients may change we cannot maintain favorable pricing

and utilization rates legal liability may result from solutions or senices we provide 10 we cannot

anticipate the cost and complexity of performing our work or we are not able to control our costs 11 our

global operations are subject lo complex risks some of which might be beyond our contro4 including but

not limited to fluctuations in foreign exchange rates 12 we cannot balance our resources with client

demand or hire sufficient employees with the required skills and background 13 we may incur liability

from our subcontractors or other third parties failure to deliver their project contributions on time or at a14

14 we cannot manage the otanizational challenges associated with our size or our business strategy

15 consolidation in the industries that we serve could adversely affect our business 16 our ability to

attract and retain business depends on our reputation in the marketplace 17 our share price could

fluctuate due to numerous factors including variability in revenues operating results and profitability and/or

18 other factors discussed from time to lime in the Companys news releases and public statements as

well as the risks uncertainties and other factors discussed under the Risk Factors heading in this

Form 10-K and other documents filed with or furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission Most

of these factors are beyond our ability to predict or control Forward-looking statements are not guarantees

of performance and speak only as of the date they are made and we undertake no obligation to publicly

update any forward-looking statements in light of new information or future events Readers are cautioned

not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements

In this Annual Report on Form 10-K references to we our us the Company or

CIBER refer to CIBER Inc and its subsidiaries All references to years unless otherwise noted

refer to our fiscal year which ends on December 31

Item Business

Overview

CIBER is global information technology IT consulting services and outsourcing company

applying practical innovation through services and solutions that deliver tangible results for both

commercial and government clients We compete in large and growing marketplace offering services

that include application development and management enterprise resource planning ERP
implementation change management project management systems integration infrastructure

management and end-user computing as well as strategic business and technology consulting For more



than 35 years CIBER has been helping clients by understanding their goals recommending the right

solutions and delivering on our commitments We primarily serve Global 2000 blue-chip companies and

government agencies from our operations across 18 countries

CIBERs approximately 8600 employees billable consultants and supplemental subcontractors have

extensive tenure deep industry knowledge and rich history of helping clients achieve their business

goals by building integrating and supporting mission-critical applications and systems for optimized

quality increased business value faster time to market and reduced total cost of operations

CIBERs objective is to improve financial performance utilizing refined strategic approach

improved operational regimens and increased as well as narrowed focus on higher margin

well-developed offerings In 2010 CIBER underwent an extensive strategic review and planning process

aimed at delivering sustained predictable performance The cornerstone of achieving this objective is to

focus on three key initiatives and to operate with increased operational regimens

Tghter focus on our market approach

We are in the
process

of tightening our focus on smaller number of higher-value offerings and

on serving more select group of industry verticals Our offerings are focused on the highest growth

areas in the marketplace and where we have and are developing intellectual property and repeatable

delivery processes Our offerings are in the areas of application development and management testing

and quality assurance business analytics and IT outsourcing We are increasing our presence and focus

in key verticals including healthcare manufacturing utilities retail financial services U.S federal

government as well as public sector and higher education

Additionally we are rigorously analyzing existing and potential customers to assess their long-term
financial and strategic importance for CIBER Our goal is to identify those customer engagements that

are likely to yield increased financial returns for us so that we are allocating our resources to the best

potential opportunities

Development of world-class sales force

We have begun intense professional development programs for our sales force globally including

demand creation management sales pipeline management and individual account management training

main focus of the sales team is to sell more to our existing customers and to increase sales of

CIBERs core offerings We have modified the sales compensation structure to drive the desired sales

behavior and results

Enhancing our information technolo infrastructure

We are investing to enhance our management information systems so that we can allocate

resources more effectively improve project profitability strengthen sales productivity and increase the

predictability of our financial results

Services and Operations

We organize our operations by the nature of their services client base and geography In 2010 we

operated in five reportable segments which were our primary operating divisions In 2011 we are

combining operations and management of the Custom Solutions and US ERP divisions and will
report



them as single unit called CIBER North America going forward For the year ended December 31

2010 our percentage of total revenue by division was as follows

2010

Revenue

international 36%

Custom Solutions 34%

U.S ERP 12%

Federal 11%

IT Outsourcing 7%

International

Our CIBER International division headquartered in the Netherlands delivers mix of enterprise

and custom solutions CIBER International is full-line service provider able to offer range of

services covering the full IT solution lifecycle to clients in both commercial enterprises and public

sector organizations Key geographies for our International division include the Netherlands the

United Kingdom UK Germany and the Scandinavian region consisting of Norway Sweden and

Denmark

The International divisions enterprise solutions focus primarily on providing services related to

ERP and Customer Relationship Management CRM software products Our major partner

relationships include SAP and Microsoft with SAP-related solutions and services accounting for

approximately 60% to 65% of the International divisions total revenue in 2010 We have Special

Expertise status in SAP Industry Solutions such as retail automotive and chemicals and we are

value-added reseller of SAP software in some international geographies We also work closely with

Microsoft to deliver ERP and CRM solutions in selected international geographies

Additionally our International division builds custom solutions based on leading technologies such

as Microsoft and Oracle to develop web services applications implement workflow solutions integrate

legacy systems as part of an extended enterprise and build sophisticated information infrastructures

through the use of Business Intelligence technologies

Custom Solutions

CIBERs Custom Solutions division focuses on providing application development integration and

support to U.S.-based commercial and state and local government clients The Custom Solutions

division provides the full range of application portfolio management support including analysis design

development testing implementation outsourcing and maintenance of business applications Custom

Solutions delivery capabilities span service-oriented architectures including J2EE and .NET as well as

traditional client/server and mainframe development The division also offers portal development

wireless and mobility applications and content delivery

The Custom Solutions division has developed expertise in variety of commercial verticals

including the healthcare manufacturing retail financial and telecommunications industries The

divisions practices include IT Strategy Architecture Business Intelligence/Data Warehousing

Collaborative Solutions Customer Relationship Management and Supply Chain

In 2010 the Custom Solutions divisions previous branch delivery model was re-designed into

delivery model that better employs the use of our Global Solution Centers Our Global Solution

Centers are local domestic and offshore solution centers designed to provide high value lower-cost

alternative for our clients Strategically located in both the U.S and India they are focused on

providing application development and management and IT operations support on either an individual

or comprehensive integrated basis Our domestic centers are located in Tampa Florida and Detroit



Michigan We have continued to significantly grow our Global Solutions Center in Bangalore India and

had approximately 1000 consultants there at December 31 2010 up from 500 consultants at

December 31 2009

US ERP

Our U.S ERP division provides consulting services to support multi-package ERP solutions for

customers in the U.S from vendors including Oracle including E-Business Suite PeopleSoft and

JD Edwards SAP and Lawson as well as several education management products The U.S ERP
division is highly focused on industry solutions for vertical markets such as the public sector higher

education K-12 education healthcare retail grower management food and beverage and

manufacturing The U.S ERP division frequently works with our Custom Solutions division leveraging

the relationships of each division to cross-sell opportunities in ERP solutions along with Custom

Solutions division services As noted above these divisions will be combined as one reporting unit in

2011 The U.S ERP divisions ability to offer cost-effective solutions from leading software vendors in

partnership with our other divisions positions CIBER as valued partner to our clients

The U.S ERP division is an Oracle Platinum Partner which is the highest level of partnership in

the Oracle Partner Network Specialized Program and strategic partner to Oracle in several key

industries such as the public sector higher education and food and beverage Our Oracle PeopleSoft

and JD Edwards solutions involve building integrating and supporting mission critical systems for

real-time enterprises

In addition to being an SAP gold channel partner our U.S ERP division also is an SAP-certified

global provider of application management services The U.S ERP divisions comprehensive SAP
solutions support their customers throughout the life cycle and include implementations and upgrades

extensions integrations and customizations The U.S ERP division has organized its SAP Practice to

serve multiple vertical markets In its SAP Commercial Practice the U.S ERP division focuses on

customers in retail apparel and footwear mining metals manufacturing financial services and

aerospace and defense industries In its SAP Public Sector Practice the U.S ERP division focuses on

delivering solutions to state and local governments

The U.S ERP division is Certified Lawson Consulting Partner providing full-scale business

transformation projects in Lawsons target vertical markets through business process change

management and functional and technical services around Lawson technology These target markets are

healthcare public sector food and beverage and general manufacturing for which we offer budgeting

financial processing and analysis human capital management sales order processing and manufacturing

systems solutions

The U.S ERP divisions Technology Solutions Group Practice focuses on providing customers with

the best infrastructure products and architecture Offerings include enterprise servers storage

niiddleware integration services assessments and related products required to support critical business

applications Strategic relationships with IBM NetApp Dell HP and other leading manufacturers allow

us to architect and deploy the right solutions for our customers environments

Federal

Our Federal division provides range of custom support services for U.S federal government

projects including infrastructure support systems integration mission support and enterprise security

We provide these services to defense and civilian agencies both domestic and abroad including all

branches of the U.S militaiy Our employees infrastructure management processes and certifications

meet stringent contracting requirements essential to success in the federal government prime contract

niarket which differentiates us from smaller competitors In the aggregate the various agencies of the



U.S federal government represent our largest client and accounted for approximately 11% of our total

revenue in 2010

The practices within the Federal division are organized with customer focus to allow each

practice to provide full set of capabilities to customers with common missions goals and

requirements The Federal divisions customer-focused practices consist of Defense Technology Systems

Defense and Intelligence and Civilian Technology Solutions The Defense Technology Systems Practice

focuses on the U.S Army and Navy and provides specialized expertise in telephony network operations

and call center support across the federal business base The Defense and Intelligence Practice focuses

on supporting the Joint Military Commands the intelligence community and the Air Force where we

occupy special niche by providing mission operations support and highly skilled staff to meet

specialized requirements to help ensure our nations security The Civilian Technology Solutions

Practice provides an array of services ranging from enterprise architecture development to financial

management for its clients which include the following agencies Homeland Security U.S Courts

Education Transportation Commerce Agriculture Energy Interior the Center for Medicare and

Medicaid Services and the Centers for Disease Control Within the Civilian Technology Solutions

Practice is our Enterprise Security Solutions group which provides engineering and system integration

solutions for federally-funded enterprise level security and risk management programs protecting ports

the shipping industry and other critical infrastructure environments

IT Outsourcing

Our IT Outsourcing division is global and expanding business with domestic headquarters in

Edison New Jersey and international presence throughout Europe The division offers outsourced

enterprise infrastructure management solutions including managed hosted infrastructure service desk

and desktop outsourcing and remote application support services The IT Outsourcing divisions data

centers service desk centers and global operations are located in the U.S UK Poland Spain the

Netherlands and India

Financial Information about Segments and Geographic Areas

Please refer to Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of

Operations and Note 15 of the Notes to our Consolidated Financial Statements included under

Financial Statements and Supplementary Data of this Annual Report for discussion of financial

information by segment and geographic areas

Clients

Our clients consist primarily of Global 2000 blue-chip companies across most major industries as

well as governmental agencies in the U.S and abroad These organizations typically have significant IT

budgets and frequently depend on outside consultants to help achieve their business and IT objectives

In 2010 our approximate percentage of total revenue by client industry was

Government 23%

Manufacturing/high tech 17%

Financial 10%

Healthcare/pharmaceutical 10%

Retail 8%

Energy Utilities 7%

Automotive 6%

Education 4%

Telecommunications 4%

Services and other 11%



Certain clients account for significant portion of our revenue Our largest client the various

agencies of the U.S federal government collectively accounted for approximately 11% of total revenue

in each of 2010 2009 and 2008 No other client accounted for more than 4% of our total revenue in

2010 Our IT Outsourcing division had client in 2010 that accounted for 19% of total division

revenue Substantially all of our Federal divisions revenue is funded by the U.S federal government

including our contracts with several federal government prime contractors

Client retention and turnover is highly dependent upon the type of solution we are providing

Many of our client relationships in which we are providing custom solution have continued for many
years Each year most of the services revenue in our Custom Solutions IT Outsourcing and Federal

divisions comes from clients for whom we have previously provided services Both our IT Outsourcing

and Federal divisions typically contract with their clients for periods ranging from three to five years
With services related to package software solutions which includes our U.S ERP division as well as

large part of our International division client engagements most typically involve large enterprise

software implementation over period of six to eighteen months Typically once package software

implementations are completed future consulting services revenues from that client are minimal and
as result client turnover with respect to these services is high

Typically both our commercial and government clients may cancel their contracts or reduce their

use of our services on short notice If any significant client terminates its relationship with us or

substantially decreases its use of our services it could have material adverse affect on our financial

condition and results of operations

Competition

The IT services industry is extremely competitive and characterized by continuous changes in

customer requirements and improvements in technologies Our competition varies significantly from city

to city as well as by the type of service provided Our principal competitors include Accenture plc

Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp Infosys Technologies Limited Perficient Inc Sapient Corp and

The Hackett Group Inc We also compete with privately-held local and regional IT consulting firms as

well as the service divisions of various software developers In addition client may choose to use its

own resources rather than to engage an outside firm for the type of services that we provide

Our industry is being impacted by the growing use of lower-cost offshore delivery capabilities

There can be no assurance that we will be able to continue to compete successfully with existing or

future competitors or that competition will not have material adverse effect on our results of

operations and financial condition To improve our ability to compete we are moving additional work to

our lower-cost offshore Global Solutions Centers and specifically expanding our presence in India and

integrating India into our services delivery We plan to approximately double the scope of our

operations in india over the next 12-18 months

Our Competitive Strengths

We believe that our corporate strengths identified below position us to respond to the long-term

trends changing demands and competition within our principal markets

Long-term Client RelationshipsWe have been in business since 1974 We continually achieve

high client satisfaction and have great success renewing client relationships In fact prominent

client from our first year in business Ford Motor Company remains one of our top five clients

today in terms of annual revenue This relationship exemplifies the kind of long-term

commitment that we have toward our clients and speaks to the quality and breadth of the

services that we provide



Scale of OperationsThe competitive landscape for the delivery of IT services is highly

fragmented In almost every major market we compete with larger national and international

publicly-held firms as well as host of smaller regional and local privately-held firms For the

past
several years large clients have attempted to consolidate the purchasing of IT services and

work with fewer firms Because of the relatively large scale of our operations we have been able

to compete effectively to remain vendor to some of these large clients Our successes have

come at the expense of local and regional competitors that currently lack the scale to compete

successfully for this work

Balanced Business ModelWe have developed business model that allows us to provide

superior leading-edge services that are routinely updated to meet the current needs of our

clients We have developed reputation for thought leadership in industry verticals within each

of our divisions

Valued Service OfferingsWe offer services to our clients in both the private and public sectors

including staff supplementation services custom application development services

implementation of ERP packages application maintenance outsourcing services resale of certain

hardware and software products managed hosting and call center support We believe that

having these valued service offerings is often competitive advantage particularly when

competing against smaller local and regional firms

Software Delivery MethodologyCIBER has developed comprehensive delivery methodology

that when coupled with our project management methodology enables us to deliver custom

solutions effectively in accordance with industry best practices CIBERs Software Delivery

Methodology CSDM is set of repeatable measurable processes that guide software

development and allow us to evaluate our performance and manage all facets of the software

delivery process CSDM leverages IT industry knowledge and practices to ensure that our

projects meet client requirements and quality expectations CSDM fits within CIBERs larger

ISO 9001 quality framework of policies and procedures that direct our business processes
from

initial client contact through final product delivery By consistently adhering to these methods

we offer our clients high quality performance high value and reduced risk

Employees

As of December 31 2010 we had approximately 7500 employees including billable consultants

and support staff We routinely supplement our employee consulting staff with the use of

subcontractors which totaled approximately 1100 at December 31 2010 most of which are from other

services firms None of our employees are subject to collective bargaining arrangement We have

employment agreements with our executive officers and certain other employees We believe our

relations with our employees are good

Seasonality

We experience moderate amount of seasonality Typically our billable hours which directly affect

our revenue and profitability decrease in the second half of the year especially during the fourth

quarter due to the large number of holidays and vacation time taken by our billable consultants As

result our operating income as percentage of total revenue is generally the lowest in the fourth

quarter of each calendar year

Available Information

Our website address is http//www.ciber.com On the Investor Relations section of our website we

make available free of charge our Annual Report on Form 10-K Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q

Current Reports on Form 8-K and any amendments to those reports as soon as reasonably practicable

after such reports are electronically filed with or furnished to the Securities and Exchange Commission

the SEC pursuant to Section 13a or 15d of the Exchange Act



Item 1A Risk Factors

We operate in dynamic and rapidly changing economic and technological environment that

involves numerous risks and uncertainties many of which are driven by factors that we cannot control

or predict The following section describes some hut not all of the factors that could have material

adverse affect on our business financial condition results of operations and the market price of our

common stock

Our results of operations may be adversely affected if we are unable to execute on the key elements of our new

strategic plan

The key initiatives of our new strategic plan include focusing on high-value tightly-defined core

offerings with well-developed portfolio of reusable solution sets ii developing world-class sales

organization iii developing world-class management information systems to provide us with crucial

project-specific financial information and iv operating with increased operational regimes

To tighten focus on our market approach we are re-aligning our sales and delivery functions with

our global markets and refining our offerings into our practices and verticals This involves analyzing

and better qualifying our customer base as well as identifying those customers that represent greater

opportunity for selling services of strategic value If we fail to properly analyze and classify our

customers or refine our offerings we may not focus on the optimal customer group or service offerings

to help us achieve our desired objectives and as consequence our results may not meet the

forecasted levels

To improve our revenue and profitability we are transitioning to collaborative sales force that is

driven by global account management In addition we are improving the training of our sales force in

consultative selling techniques This transition and training will require the investment of both time and

capital If we are unable to effectively transition to globally-integrated effective sales force we niay

be less effective in generating revenue and profit than our competitors

Our success depends in part on sophisticated telecommunications and information
systems that we

use to conduct and manage our operations As part of our new strategic plan we plan to recruit

Chief Information Officer and enhance our information management systems to enhance forecasting

capabilities develop management and sales tools and unify our systems globally over period of

several years This enhancement may require significant investment of capital and other resources

the development of new software programs and the implementation of complex software and

equipment upgrades Any delay or unforeseen difficulty in implementing our system enhancements may
cause us to suffer operational interruptions or fail to realize the anticipated operational improvements

and cost savings from these initiatives

To improve our delivery execution resource utilization decision making process and cash

collection cycle we are changing our internal operational regimes As with any organization with over

8600 employees and contractors effecting significant changes in operational regimes and corporate

culture can be challenging If we are unable to instill the appropriate operational regimes and gain the

anticipated improvements we may not he able to increase our profitability improve our cash flow and

strengthen our balance sheet

Implementing the new strategic plan will require among other things expending capital

developing and adopting new technologies recruiting talented employees and changing our corporate

culture If we are unable to successfully execute any or all of the initiatives of our new strategic plan

our revenues operating results and profitability may be adversely affected Even if we successfully

implement our new strategic plan we cannot guarantee that our revenues operating results and

profitability will improve

10



Our results of operations can be adversely affected by economic conditions and the impacts of economic

conditions on our clients operations and technology spending

Our results of operations are affected by the level of business activity of our clients which in turn

is affected by the regional and global economic conditions iii which they operate The uncertainty of

global economic conditions has affected and may continue to affect demand for our services These

circumstances have caused some of our clients to delay cancel or scale back their IT projects or IT

spending to seek lower pricing or extended payment terms to delay payments due to us and as

occurred with several clients to enter into bankruptcy or liquidation Reduced demand for IT services

has also resulted in reductions in the growth of new business and led to increased price competition for

our services and increased the likelihood of entering into contracts that produce lower profit margins

In the event our clients continue to be negatively affected by economic conditions our revenues results

of operations and financial condition may be materially adversely affected

The IT services industry is highly competitive and we may not be able to compete effectively

We operate in highly competitive industry that includes large number of participants We

currently compete principally with other IT professional services firms and technology vendors

including variety of large multinational providers and large off-shore service providers that offer some

or all of the services that we offer as well as many niche solution or service providers that compete

with us in specific geographic market industry segment or service area In addition client may
choose to use its own resources rather than to engage an outside firm for the type of services that we

provide Many of the companies that provide services in our industry have significantly greater

financial technical and marketing resources than we do Additionally some of our competitors

particularly those located in regions with lower costs of doing business may be able to provide services

and solutions to clients at lower costs or on more attractive terms Increased competition has and may

continue to put downward pressure on the prices we can charge for our services In particular our

ability to improve our profitability
is related to our ability to move additional work to our lower-cost

offshore Global Solutions Centers and specifically to expanding our presence in India and integrating

India into our services delivery

Our marketplace is experiencing rapid changes in its competitive landscape Some of our

competitors have sought access to public and private capital and others have merged or consolidated

possible consequence of the consolidation activity among hardware manufacturers software developers

and vendors and IT service providers may be greater convergence of products and services that were

once offered separately by independent vendors This possible integration of products and services

could adversely affect our competitive position

We may be unable to compete successfully with current or future competitors and our revenue

and profitability may be adversely affected

Termination of contract by significant client and/or cancellation wit/i short notice could adversely affect

our results of operations

Our five largest clients accounted for approximately 22% of our total revenue in 2010 The various

agencies of the U.S federal government represent our largest client accounting for approximately 11%

of our total revenue in 2010 while no other client accounted for more than 4% of our total revenue in

2010 Our clients typically retain us on non-exclusive engagement-by-engagement basis Most

individual client assignments are from three to twelve months however many of our client

relationships have continued for many years Although they may be subject to penalty provisions clients

may generally cancel contract with short notice Under many contracts clients may reduce or delay

their use of our services without penalty These terminations reductions or delays could result from

factors unrelated to our work product or the
progress

of the project such as factors related to business
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or financial conditions of the client changes in client strategies or the economy generally When
contracts are terminated for whatever reason we lose the associated revenues and we may not be able

to eliminate associated costs in timely manner There is risk especially given the uncertainty of

global economic conditions that we could experience significant number of contract terminations

Consequently our revenue and profit margins may be adversely affected

We may experience declines in revenue and profitability if we do not accurately estimate the cost of large

engagement conducted on fixed-price basis

Although the percentage may vary from year to year approximately 20-25% of our total services

revenue in 2010 was from engagements performed in accordance with fixed-price contracts When

making proposal or managing fixed-price engagement we rely on our estimates of costs and timing

for delivering our services which might he based on limited data and could turn out to be inaccurate

These estimates reflect our best judgment regarding the efficiencies of our methodologies and

consultants as we plan to apply them to the engagement If we do not accurately estimate our costs and

timing for completion of projects our contract could prove unprofitable or yield profit margin that is

lower than expected

Some fixed-price engagements are long-term contracts of three to five
years and estimating future

year costs on such engagements is extremely difficult and subject to additional risks Often our cost

estimates and pricing from outsourcing projects anticipate long-term cost savings from transformational

and other initiatives that we expect to benefit from over the term of the outsourcing contract There is

risk that we will fail to accurately estimate the costs of performing our services and that we will

under price our contracts causing an adverse effect on our profits

Losses if any on fixed-price contracts are recognized when the loss is determined Any increased

or unexpected costs or unanticipated delays in connection with the performance of fixed-price

contracts including delays caused by factors outside of our control could make these contracts less

profitable or unprofitable and may affect the amount of revenue reported in any period

Our business could be adversely affected if our clients are not satisfied with our services and we could face

damage to our professional reputation and/or legal liability

As professional services firm we depend largely on our relationships with our clients and our

reputation for high-quality professional services and integrity to attract and retain clients Additionally

many of our engagements involve projects that are critical to the operations of our clients businesses

If client is not satisfied with the quality of work performed by us or subcontractor or with the type

of services or solutions delivered we could incur additional costs to address the situation the

profitability of that work might be impaired and the clients dissatisfaction with our services could

damage our ability to obtain additional work from that client Clients that are not satisfied may also

seek to terminate our contracts In addition negative publicity related to our client relationships

regardless of its accuracy may further damage our business by affecting our ability to compete for new
contracts with current and prospective clients

If we do not meet our contractual obligations to client we could be subject to legal liability Our

contracts typically include provisions to limit our exposure to legal claims relating to our services and

the applications we develop however these provisions may not protect us or may not be enforceable

under some circumstances or under the laws of some jurisdictions We may enter into non-standard

agreements because we perceive an important economic opportunity or because our personnel did not

adequately adhere to our guidelines We may find ourselves committed to providing services that we

are unable to deliver or whose delivery will cause us financial loss If we cannot or do not fulfill our

obligations we could face legal liability Although we maintain professional liability insurance the

policy limits may not he adequate to provide protection against all potential liabilities In addition if
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we were to fail to properly deliver on project we may not be able to collect any related accounts

receivable or could even be required to refund amounts paid by the client

If we are not able to anticipate and keep pace with rapid changes in technology our business will be

negatively affected

Our success depends on our ability to develop and implement technology services and solutions

that anticipate and keep pace with rapid and continuing changes in technology industry standards and

client preferences We may not be successful in anticipating or responding to these developments on

timely basis and our services and solutions may not be successful in the marketplace In addition

services solutions and technologies developed by current or future competitors may make our service

or solution offerings uncompetitive or obsolete Any one of these circumstances could adversely affect

our ability to obtain and successfully complete client engagements

Our current level of indebtedness places restrictions upon our business and we face the risk of breaching the

financial covenants in our Senior Credit Facility

We have senior credit agreement with several financial institutions as lenders and Bank of

America N.A as administrative agent the Senior Credit Facility that matures on August 20 2012

We had borrowed total of $87.2 million under the Senior Credit Facility at December 31 2010 The

Senior Credit Facility provides for an $85 million revolving line of credit and term loan The term

loan balance at December 31 2010 was $37.5 million The term loan requires quarterly principal

reductions of $2.5 million and therefore $10 million of our total obligation is classified as current

liability CIBERs remaining obligation under the Senior Credit Facility is classified as long-term debt

on our consolidated balance sheet While we intend to amend extend or replace this facility unless we

are able to do so through bank financing or another form of cash infusion such as stock issuance or

issuance of debentures the obligations under the Senior Credit Facility would need to be reclassified to

short-term debt as of September 30 2011 We believe that other sources of credit or financing would

be available to us however we cannot predict at this time what types of credit or financing will be

available in the future or the costs of such credit or financing

CIBERs obligations under the Senior Credit Facility are secured by all of our present and future

domestic tangible and intangible assets as well as pledge of 66% of the capital stock of our direct

foreign subsidiaries The terms of the Senior Credit Facility as amended include among other

provisions specific limitations on the incurrence of additional indebtedness and liens stock

repurchases investments guarantees mergers dispositions and acquisitions and prohibition on the

payment of any dividends Additionally the Senior Credit Facility also requires us to maintain certain

financial covenants including maximum consolidated total leverage ratio minimum consolidated

fixed charge coverage ratio minimum EBITDA and an asset coverage test On occasion we have

experienced instances of covenant non-compliance under our bank borrowings that were either waived

by our lenders or required amendment of the covenants The failure to comply with any of these debt

covenants in the future would cause default under the Senior Credit Facility default if not waived

or cured by amendment could cause our debt to become immediately due and payable and terminate

our ability to draw upon our revolving line of credit In such situation we may not be able to repay

our debt or borrow sufficient funds to refinance it and even if new financing is available it may not

contain terms acceptable to us Additionally if we needed to obtain waiver under or an amendment

to the Senior Credit Facility in the future or if we seek other financing if available our cost of

borrowing could significantly increase including higher interest rates and we could face more

restrictive covenants This could materially adversely affect our results of operations and financial

condition and our ability to stay in compliance with our debt covenants In addition we could

experience significant covenant non-compliance if we are unable to amend extend or replace our
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Senior Credit Facility prior to September 30 2011 related to the reclassification of our entire

obligation under the Senior Credit Facility to long-term debt

Given the current global economic conditions fluctuations in exchange rates versus the U.S dollar

and other factors there is an increased risk regarding our ability to maintain compliance with these

debt covenants due to potential variances in our revenues operating results and profitability which

may also cause increased volatility in our stock price

In the past we have been successful in generating sufficient cash flow from operations to reduce

our indebtedness however that does not mean that we will be successful in doing so in the future If

we are unable to repay outstanding balances that exceed our maximum credit available as the aggregate

commitments under the Senior Credit Facility are reduced we will be in default unless we can obtain

waiver or amendment

Our international operations are susceptible to different financial and operational risks than our domestic

operations

We have continued to expand our international operations and estimate that our foreign offices

currently represent approximately 37% of our total revenue We operate in 17 foreign countries Due

to our international operations we are subject to number of financial and operational risks that may
adversely affect our revenue and profitability including

the costs and difficulties related to managing geographically diverse operations

foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations discussed in more detail below

differences in and uncertainties arising from changes in foreign business culture and practices

restrictions on the movement of cash and the repatriation of earnings

multiple and possibly overlapping or conflicting tax laws

the costs of complying with wide variety of national and local laws

operating losses incurred in certain countries and the non-deductibility of those losses for tax

purposes and

differences in and uncertainties arising from changes in legal labor political and economic

conditions as well as international trade regulations and restrictions and tariffs

The revenues and expenses of our international operations generally are denominated in local

currencies Accordingly we are subject to exchange rate fluctuations between such local currencies and

the U.S dollar These exchange rate fluctuations subject us to currency translation risk with respect to

the reported results of our international operations and the cost of potential acquisitions There can be

no assurance that we will not experience fluctuations in financial results from our operations outside of

the U.S and there can be no assurance that we will be able contractually or otherwise to reduce the

currency risks associated with our international operations We manage our exposure to changes in

foreign currency exchange rates through our normal operating and financing activities and when

deemed appropriate with derivative financial instruments There is no assurance that we will continue

to use such financial instruments in the future or that any such use will be successful in managing or

controlling foreign currency risks

We have experienced and may continue to experience material impacts to revenues and earnings

due to fluctuations in foreign currency rates and in addition these impacts may cause material

fluctuations in our revenues and earnings from period to period Significant strengthening or weakening

of the U.S dollar against currencies like the Great Britain Pound and the Euro may materially impact

our revenue and profits As we expand our presence in India we will have increased exposure to
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fluctuations between the Indian Rupee and the U.S dollar In addition we have transactions with

clients as well as inter-company transactions between our subsidiaries that cross currencies and expose

us to foreign currency gains and losses These types of events are difficult to predict and may recur

We intend to increase our presence in India which may expose us to operational risks

To enhance our global offshore delivery structure we plan to approximately double the scope of

our operations in India over the next 12-18 months As of December 31 2010 we had approximately

1100 employees in India Concentrating our global offshore delivery structure in India presents

number of operational risks many of which are beyond our control India has experienced severe

weather political instability worker strikes and terrorist attacks These types of events may impair the

ability of our people to safely travel to and work in our facilities in India Our business continuity and

disaster recovery plans may not be effective particularly if catastrophic events occur If any of these

circumstances occurs it may impact our ability to communicate with our personnel and clients in other

locations In addition down-time in any processes operated for clients may adversely affect our

operations and reputation

Our revenues operating results and profitability will vary from quarter to quartei which may impact our

ability to remain in compliance with our debt covenants and may also result in increased volatility in the

price of our stock

Our quarterly revenues operating results and profitability have varied significantly in the past

making them difficult to predict This has led to volatility in the price of our stock Our goal is to

deliver more sustained predictable performance in the future however there are factors that have

caused and may continue to cause variations in our revenues operating results and profitability such

as

the business decisions of our clients regarding the use of our services

the stage of completion of existing projects and/or their termination

client satisfaction with our services

our clients financial ability to pay for our services

our ability to properly manage and execute client projects especially those under fixed-price

arrangements

our ability to properly price fixed-price contracts to provide for adequate profits

our ability to niaintain our profit margins and manage costs including those for personnel and

support services

acquisition and integration costs related to possible acquisitions of other businesses

changes in or the application of changes in accounting principles or pronouncements under

U.S generally accepted accounting principles

changes in significant accounting estimates

changes in interest rates on our debts

currency exchange rate fluctuations

changes in estimates accruals or payments of variable compensation to our employees and

global regional and local economic and political conditions and related risks
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Our profit margin and therefore our profitability is function of the rates we charge for our

services and the utilization rate or chargeability of our consultants Accordingly if we are not able to

maintain the rates we charge for our services or an appropriate utilization rate for our consultants we
will not be able to sustain our profit margin and our profitability will suffer number of factors affect

the rates we charge for our services including

our clients perception of our ability to add value through our services

changes in our pricing policies or those of our competitors

the introduction of new products or services by us or our competitors

the use of globally-sourced lower-cost service delivery capabilities by our competitors and our

clients and

economic conditions in the U.S and abroad

Additionally number of factors affect our utilization rates such as

seasonality including number of workdays holidays and vacations

our ability to transition consultants quickly from completed projects to new engagements

our ability to forecast demand for our services and thereby maintain an appropriately balanced

and sized workforce and

our ability to manage employee turnover

As services business our largest expense is salaries and payroll-related expenses However it is

our skilled employees that generate our revenues Balancing our workforce levels against the demands

for our services is extremely difficult in troubled economic times Delays or cutbacks in projects or

delays in finding new projects increase the non-productive time of our consultants which decrease our

utilization levels and our margins We generally cannot reduce our labor costs as quickly as negative

changes in revenue can occur In addition in number of the foreign countries in which we operate
the local labor regulations make it very expensive to involuntarily terminate employees As result our

foreign operations will often retain underutilized employees for longer periods than our domestic

operations

data security or privacy breach could adversely affect our business

The protection of client employee and company data is critical to the Company The regulatory

environment surrounding information security and privacy is increasingly demanding with the frequent

imposition of new and constantly changing requirements In addition our clients have high

expectation that we will adequately protect their confidential information We are required at times to

manage utilize and store sensitive or confidential client or employee data As result we are subject

to numerous U.S and foreign jurisdiction laws and regulations designed to protect this information

such as the European Union Directive on Data Protection and various U.S federal and state laws

governing the protection of health or other individually identifiable information If any person

including any of our employees negligently disregards or intentionally breaches our established controls

with respect to such data or otherwise mismanages or misappropriates that data we could he subject to

monetary damages fines and/or criminal prosecution Unauthorized disclOsure of sensitive or

confidential client or employee data whether through systems failure employee negligence fraud or

misappropriation could damage our reputation and cause us to lose clients Similarly unauthorized

access to or through our information systems or those we develop for our clients whether by our

employees or third parties could result in negative publicity legal liability and damage to our

reputation
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If we are unable to collect our receivables our results of operations and cash flows could be adversely affected

Our business depends on our ability to successfully obtain payment from our clients for the

amounts they owe us for work performed We evaluate the financial condition of our clients and usually

bill and collect on relatively short cycles We maintain allowances against receivables hut actual losses

on client balances could differ from those that we currently anticipate and as result we might need to

adjust our allowances There is no guarantee that we will accurately assess the creditworthiness of our

clients In addition timely collection of client balances depends on our ability to complete our

contractual commitments and bill and collect our contracted revenues Recent global economic

conditions and other factors resulted in financial difficulties for number of our clients and

consequentially we experienced greater amount of had debt expense

If we are unable to meet our contractual requirements we might experience delays in the

collection of and/or be unable to collect our client balances and if this occurs our results of

operations and cash flows could he adversely affected

Our future success depends on our ability to continue to retain and attract qualif led sales deliveiy and

technical employees

Our business involves the delivery of professional services and is highly labor intensive Our future

success depends upon our ability to continue to attract train effectively motivate and retain highly-

skilled technical managerial sales and marketing personnel Although we invest significant resources in

recruiting and retaining employees there is often considerable competition for certain personnel in the

IT services industry and as result employee turnover is generally high From time to time we have

trouble locating enough highly-qualified candidates that are in our desired geographic locations with

the required specific expertise or at the desired compensation levels The inability to attract and retain

qualified employees in sufficient numbers could have serious negative effect on us including our

ability to obtain and successfully complete important client engagements and thus maintain or increase

our revenues Such conditions could also force us to resort to the use of higher-priced subcontractors

which would adversely affect the profitability of the related cngagement Our ability to attract and

retain qualified personnel in India will become increasingly important as we implement our plans to

expand our Global Solutions Center in India and increase the number of employees working there

In addition we believe that there are certain key employees within the organization primarily in

the senior management team who are important for us to meet our objectives Due to the competitive

employment nature of our industry there is risk that we will not he able to retain these key

employees As part of our new strategic plan we are recruiting Chief Information Officer The loss of

one or more key employees could adversely affect our continued growth In addition uncertainty

ticated by turnover of key employees could result in reduced confidence in our financial performance

which could cause tluctuations in the price of our securities and result in further turnover of our

employees

We could incur additional losses due to further impairment in the carrying value of our goodwill

We have recorded significant amount of goodwill on our consolidated balance sheet as result

of numerous acquisitions At December 31 2010 the carrying value of our goodwill was $338.9 million

The carrying value of goodwill represents the fair value of an acquired business in excess of identifiable

assets and liabilities as of the acquisition date We are required to test goodwill for impairment

annually and do so during the second quarter of each year as well as on an interim basis to the extent

that factors or indicators become apparent that could rcduc the fair value of any of our reporting

units below its hook value These determinations are based in part on several factors including our

judgments regarding the cash flow potential of each of our business units and involve projections that

are inherently subject to change based on future events significant downward revision in the fair

value of one or more of our business units that causes the carrying value to exceed the fair value as
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determined based on discounted future cash flows of the related business will cause goodwill to be

considered impaired and would result in non-cash impairment charge in our consolidated statement

of operations

In June 2010 we performed our annual test for goodwill impairment and as result we recorded

goodwill impairment charge of $112.0 million related to our Custom Solutions and Federal divisions

The forecasts utilized in the discounted cash flow analysis as part of our impairment test assume future

revenue and profitability growth in each of our divisions during the next five years and beyond If our

operating divisions cannot obtain or we determine at later date that we no longer expect them to

obtain the projected levels of profitability future goodwill impairment tests may also result in an

impairment charge There can be no assurances that our operating divisions will be able to achieve our

estimated levels of profitability Given fluctuations in the global economic conditions affecting our

industry and impacting our customers and their use of our services we cannot be certain that goodwill

impairment will not he required during future periods Additionally if goodwill impairment charge

related to any one of our operating divisions were required it would likely trigger violation of the

financial covenants under our Senior Credit Facility

We depend on contracts with various federal state and local government agencies for significant portion of

our revenue and if the spending policies or budget priorities of these agencies change we could lose revenue

In 2010 approximately 23% of our total revenue was from public sector clients including federal

state local and foreign governments and agencies The market for our services depends largely on

federal and state legislative programs and the budgetary capability to support programs including the

continuance of existing programs These programs can be modified or amended at any time by acts of

such governments The various agencies of the U.S federal government collectively represent our

largest customer accounting for 11% of our total revenue in 2010 In addition changes in federal

initiatives or in the level of federal spending due to budgetary or deficit considerations may have

significant impact on our future financial performance as may curtailment of the federal governments

use of consulting and technology services firms the adoption of new laws or regulations that affect

companies providing services to the federal government and potential delays in the government

appropriation process Moreover number of state and local governments and agencies are suffering

from significant budget shortfalls which may result in curtailment of spending on consulting and

technology services reduction in spending at the federal state or local level could negatively impact

our operations revenue and profitability

Additionally government contracts contain provisions and are subject to laws and regulations that

provide government clients with rights and remedies not typically found in commercial contracts

Among other things governments may terminate contracts with short notice for convenience as well as

for default and may cancel multi-year contracts if funds become unavailable Cancellation or reduction

in price or scope could limit our ability to recover incurred costs reimbursable expenses and profits on

work completed prior to the termination If insufficient funding is appropriated to the government

entity to cover termination costs we may not be able to fully recover our investments

Unfavorable government audits could require us to adjust previously reported operating results to forego

anticipated revenue and subject us to penalties and sanctions

The government agencies we contract with generally have the authority to audit and review our

contracts with them As part of that process the government agency reviews our performance on the

contract our pricing practices our cost structure and our compliance with applicable laws regulations

and standards An audit of our work including an audit of work performed by companies we have

acquired or may acquire could result in substantial adjustment to our previously reported operating

results For example any costs that were originally reimbursed could be subsequently disallowed In this

case cash we have already collected may have to be refunded and operating margins may be reduced
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If government audit uncovers improper or illegal activities by us or we otherwise determine that

these activities have occurred we may he subject to civil and criminal penalties and administrative

sanctions including termination of contracts forfeiture of pfoits suspension of payments fines and

suspension or disqualification from doing business with the government Any unfavorable determination

could adversely affect our ability to bid for new work with one or more jurisdictions

Our services or solutions could infringe upon the intellectual property rights of others or we might lose our

ability to utilize rights we claim in intellectual property or the intellectual property of others

We cannot be sure that our services and solutions or the solutions of others that we offer to our

clients do not infringe on the intellectual property rights of third parties and we could have

infringement claims asserted against us or against our clients These claims could harm our reputation

cost us money and prevent us from offering some services or solutions In number of our contracts

we agree to indemnify our clients for expenses or liabilities resulting from claimed infringements of the

intellectual property rights of third parties In some instances the amount of these indemnities could

be greater than the revenues we receive from the client Any claims or litigation in this area whether

we ultimately win or lose could be time-consuming and costly injure our reputation or require us to

enter into royalty or licensing arrangements We might not be able to enter into these royalty or

licensing arrangements on acceptable terms If claim of infringement were successful against us or

our clients an injunction might be ordered against our clients or our own services or operations

causing further damages We could lose our ability to utilize the intellectual property of others Third-

party suppliers of software hardware or other intellectual property assets could be acquired or sued

and this could disrupt use of their products or services by us and our clients If our ability to provide

services and solutions to our clients is impaired our operating results could be adversely affected

In addition if we are unable to capture
the intellectual capital developed by our employees and

convert such intellectual capital into reusable and commercially marketable intellectual property our

costs of delivering our services may increase our development efforts may be duplicated and we may

lose the economic advantage of owning and licensing CIBER intellectual property

We have adopted anti-takeover defenses that could make it difficult for another company to acquire control of

GIBER or limit the price investors might be willing to pay for our stock thus affecting the market price of our

securities

We have adopted Rights Agreement commonly known as poison pill under which each

shareholder of the Company holds one share purchase right which we refer to as Right for each

share of Company common stock held The Rights become exercisable upon the occurrence of certain

events and may make the acquisition of our Company more difficult and expensive In addition our

certificate of incorporation and bylaws each contain provisions that may make the acquisition of our

Company more difficult without the approval of our board of directors including provision that gives

our board of directors the ability to issue preferred stock and determine the rights and designations of

the preferred stock at any time without shareholder approval The rights of the holders of our common

stock will be subject to and may be adversely affected by the rights of the holders of any preferred

stock that may be issued in the future The issuance of preferred stock by our board of directors

pursuant to our certificate of incorporation could have the effect of making it more difficult for third

party to acquire or of discouraging third party from acquiring majority of the outstanding voting

stock of CIBER

in addition the staggered terms of our board of directors could have the effect of delaying or

deferring change in control These provisions could limit the price that investors might be willing to

pay in the future for our securities and as result the price of our securities could decline

The above factors and certain provisions of the Delaware General Corporation Law may have the

effect of deterring hostile takeovers or otherwise delaying or preventing changes in the control or
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management of CIBER this could adversely affect transactions in which our shareholders might
otherwise receive premium over the then-current market price for their CIBER securities

Item lB Unresolved Staff Comments

None

Item Properties

Our corporate office is located at 6363 South Fiddlers Green Circle Suite 1400 Greenwood

Village Colorado 80111 where we along with our Denver area operations occupy approximately

77000 square feet under lease that expires in December 2018 Generally we provide our services at

client locations and therefore our office locations are primarily used for sales and other administrative

functions At December 31 2010 we had lease obligations for approximately 760000 square feet of

office space in approximately 90 locations We believe our facilities are adequate for our current level

of operations

Item Legal Proceedings

The Company is involved in legal proceedings audits claims and litigation arising in the ordinary

course of business Although the outcome of such matters is not predictable we do not expect that the

ultimate outcome of any of these matters individually or in the aggregate will have material adverse

effect on our financial condition results of operations or cash flows

Notwithstanding the foregoing the Company is engaged in legal proceedings in Germany in

connection with our acquisition of controlling interest in Novasoft AG now know as CIBER AG in

2004 In August 2006 we completed buy-out of the remaining minority shareholders of Novasoft

however certain of those former minority shareholders challenged the adequacy of the buy-out

consideration in German court The court appointed independent experts to evaluate the

consideration and claims of the minority shareholders and their evaluations are expected sometime

during 2011 At this time the Company is unable to predict the outcome of these proceedings

although if the court awards additional consideration such consideration will increase the goodwill

associated with the acquisition and the Company will be liable for that additional consideration as well

as the costs associated with these proceedings

CamSoft Inc Louisiana corporation claims that it had role in an alleged joint venture that

developed wireless network for video camera surveillance systems to be deployed to municipal

governments The lawsuit CamSoft Data Systems Inc Southern Electronics et al was filed initially

in October 2009 in Louisiana state court against numerous defendants including CIBER The lawsuit

was subsequently removed to federal court in the Middle District of Louisiana and the complaint

amended to include additional defendants and causes of action including antitrust claims civil RICO

claims unfair trade practices trade secret fraud unjust enrichment and conspiracy claims The suit has

many of the same parties that were involved in related litigation in state court in New Orleans which

was concluded in 2009 when CIBER settled with the plaintiffs Active Solutions and Southern

Electronics in the New Orleans suit who are now co-defendants in the current lawsuit and CamSofts

former alleged joint venturers CIBER is vigorously defending the allegations and plans to file

comprehensive motion to dismiss all claims state and federal However given the complexity of the

litigation it is likely that CIBERs motion and those of other defendants will not be decided for

significant period of time

Item Removed and Reserved
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Part II

Item Market for Registrants Common Equity Related Shareholder Matters and Issuer Purchases

of Equity Securities

Market Information Holders and Dividends

Our common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol CBR The table

below sets forth for the periods indicated the low and high sales price per share of our common stock

Price Range

Low High

Fiscal 2009

First Quarter $2.03 $5.66

Second Quarter 2.64 3.69

Third Quarter 2.99 4.50

Fourth Quarter 2.88 4.08

Fiscal 2010

First Quarter 3.16 4.24

Second Quarter 2.51 4.41

Third Quarter 2.52 3.52

Fourth Quarter 2.99 4.84

On February ii 2011 the closing price of our common stock was $4.39 and there were 2653

registered shareholders of record

Our policy is to retain our earnings to support the growth of our business Accordingly we have

never paid cash dividends on our common stock Additionally dividend payments on our common stock

are not permitted under our amended Senior Credit Facility

Securities Authorized for Issuance under Equity Compensation Plans

Information regarding securities authorized for issuance under our equity compensation plans can

be found under Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related

Shareholder Matters

Recent Sales of Unregistered Securities and Use of Proceeds from Registered Securities

None

Purchases of Equity Securities by the Issuer

The Company did not repurchase any of our common stock during the quarter ended

December 31 2010 Repurchases of our common stock are not permitted under our amended Senior

Credit Facility

Performance Graph

The following graph compares the cumulative five
year

total return provided to shareholders on

CIBER Inc.s common stock relative to the cumulative total returns of the SP 500 index and two

customized peer groups of companies that includes an old peer group of nine companies which are

Accenture plc Atos Origin SA CACI International mc Cap Gemini SA CGI Group Inc Cognizant

Technology Solutions Corp Logica PLC Maximus Inc and Tieto Corporation and another new peer

group of six companies which are Accenture plc Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp Infosys

Technologies Limited Perficient Inc Sapient Corp and The Hackett Group Inc The Company utilizes
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self-constructed peer groups to better align itself with industry competition An investment of $100

with reinvestment of all dividends is assumed to have been made in our common stock in each of the

peer groups and in the indices on December 31 2005 and its relative performance is tracked through

December 31 2010

COMPARISON OF YEAR CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURN
Among CIBER Inc the SP 500 Index

and Old Peer Group and New Peer Group

$100 invested on 12/31/05 in stock or index including reinvestment of dividends Fiscal
year ending

December 31

Copyright 2011 S1 division of The McGraw-Hill Companies Inc All rights reserved

Corresponding index value and common stock price values are given below

Item Selected Financial Data

12/06

102.73

115.80

135.98

126.99

6.78

Cumulative Total Return

12/07 12/08

92.58 72.88

122.16 76.96

123.06 83.97

120.12 86.37

6.11 4.81

We have derived the selected consolidated financial data presented below from our Consolidated

Financial Statements and the related Notes This information should be read in conjunction with

Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations and our

$250

$200

$150

$100

$50

$0

12/05

.0

.-- SP 500

12/06 12/07 12/08 12/09

CIBER Inc --0- Old Peer Group New Peer Group

12/10

J2/05

CIBER inc 100.00

500 100.00

Old Peer Group 100.00

New Peer Group 100.00

CIBER Inc Closing Stock Price 6.60

12/09

52.27

97.33

151.54

131.96

3.45

12/10

70.91

111.99

207.24

166.66

4.68
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Consolidated Financial Statements and related Notes included under Financial Statements and

Supplementary Data of this Annual Report

As of and for the Year Ended December 31

20101 20092 20083 20073 20063

In thousands except per share amounts

Statement of Operations Data

Revenues $1071343 $1037700 $1191567 $1081975 $995837

Gross profit 262620 259293 324480 292459 266079

Selling general and administrative

expenses 249341 225643 264268 232119 215109

Goodwill impairment 112000

Operating income loss 103150 27759 53938 54520 45040

Net income loss attributable to

CIBER Inc 77160 14958 26884 23951 24735

Earnings loss per share

Basic 1.11 0.22 0.45 0.39 0.40

Diluted 1.11 0.22 0.45 0.39 0.40

Weighted Average Shares Outstanding

Basic 69626 67996 60092 61207 61925

Diluted 69626 68107 60389 61924 62357

Balance Sheet Data

Working capital 132364 136854 165233 173924 $140757

Total assets 722364 803256 797520 848931 779679

Long-term debt current portion 10473 10697 2002 9108 3602

Long-term debt non-current portion 77879 87500 165710 193978 192092

Total shareholders equity 419500 506246 453324 459939 416122

Shares outstanding net of treasury 70124 69482 60085 60747 61753

During the second quarter of 2010 we recorded goodwill impairment charge of $112.0 million to

write-down the goodwill associated with certain segments The goodwill impairment charge is only

partially tax-affected and resulted in $30.8 million 27.5% deferred tax benefit Refer to Note

to the Consolidated Financial Statements included herein for additional discussion

During 2009 we sold nine million shares of our common stock for proceeds of $23.2 million net

of issuance costs which were used to repay portion of the outstanding borrowings under our

then-outstanding senior secured reducing revolving credit facility

On January 2009 we were required to retrospectively apply new accounting guidance related to

convertible debt and noncontrolling interests to our previously reported results for 2007 and 2008

Our results for 2006 have not been adjusted for this retrospective application The required

retrospective applications of the above guidance had the following impact on our net income
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diluted earnings per share and presentation of the consolidated statement of operations for the

2007 and 2008 annual periods and the adjusted amounts are reflected in the table above

2008 2007

Net income attributable to CIBER Inc as previously reported $29956 $29026

Impact of convertible debenture adjustment 3072 5075
Net income attributable to CIBER Inc as adjusted 26884 23951

Net income attributable to noncontrolling interests 929 1566

Consolidated net income $27813 $25517

Earnings per sharebasic and diluted

Net income attributable to CIBER Inc as previously reported 0.50 0.47

Impact of convertible debenture adjustment 0.05 0.08

Net income attributable to CIBER Inc as adjusted 0.45 0.39

Item Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and ResuJts of Operations

The following discussion and analysis should be read in conjunction with our Consolidated Financial

Statements and related Notes included elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K This discussion and

analysis also contains forward-looking statements and should also be read in conjunction with the

disclosures and information contained in Disclosure Regarding Forward-Looking Statements and Risk

Factors in this Annual Report on Form 10-K References to we ow us the Company or

CIBER in this Annual Report on Forin 10-K refer to CIBER Inc and its subsidiaries All references to

years unless othewise noted refer to our fiscal yeai which ends on December 31

We use the phrase constant currency adjusted to indicate that we are comparing certain financial

results after removing the impact of foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations thereby allowing for the

comparison of business performance between periods Financial results that are constant currency

adjusted are calculated by restating current period activity into US dollars using the comparable prior

periods foreign currency exchange rates This approach is used for all results where the functional currency

is not the US dollar

Business and Industry Overview

CIBER is global IT consulting services and outsourcing company primarily serving Global 2000

blue-chip companies and government agencies We compete in large and growing marketplace

offering services that include application development and management ERP implementation change

management project management systems integration infrastructure management and end-user

computing as well as strategic business and technology consulting To lesser extent we also resell

certain IT hardware and software products
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Our reportable segments are our operating divisions which are organized internally primarily by

the nature of their services client base and geography In 2010 we operated in five reportable

segments which were our primary operating divisions and consisted of our International division which

includes Europe Eastern Asia Australia and New Zealand and our Custom Solutions U.S ERP

Federal and IT Outsourcing divisions In 2011 we are combining operations and management of the

Custom Solutions and U.S ERP divisions and will report them as single unit called CIBER North

America going forward Our International division provides broad range of IT consulting services

including package software implementation application development systems integration and support

services with SAP-related solutions and services accounting for 60% to 65% of its total revenue in

201.0 Our Custom Solutions division provides application development integration and support

services Our India-based operations are considered part of our Custom Solutions division Our U.S

ERP division primarily provides enterprise software implementation services including ERP software

from software vendors such as Oracle SAP and Lawson Our Federal division provides range of

custom support services including infrastructure support systems integration mission support
and

enterprise security Our iT Outsourcing division offers outsourced enterprise infrastructure

management solutions including managed hosted infrastructure service desk and desktop outsourcing

and remote application support services

We recognize the majority of our services revenue under time-and-material contracts as hours and

costs are incurred Under fixed-price contracts which currently make up approximately 20-25% of our

services revenue our revenue is fixed under the contract while our costs to complete our obligations

under the contract are variable As result our profitability on fixed-price contracts can vary

significantly and occasionally can even be loss Changes in our services revenue are primarily

function of hours worked on revenue-generating activities and to lesser extent changes in our

average rate per hour and changes in contract mix Hours worked on revenue-producing activities vary

with the number of consultants employed and their utilization level Utilization represents the

percentage of time worked on revenue-producing engagements divided by the standard hours available

i.e 40 hours per week Our average utilization rates are higher in our Custom Solutions and Federal

divisions typically around 85% to 90% as compared to our International and U.S ERP divisions

typically around 75% to 85% With time-and-materials contracts higher consultant utilization results

in increased revenue however with fixed-price contracts it may result in higher costs and lower gross

profit margins because our revenue is fixed We actively manage both our number of consultants and

our overall utilization levels If we determine we have excess available resources that we cannot place

on billable assignments in the near future we consider reducing those resources As result during the

last three years most of our consultant turnover has been from involuntary termination of employment

The hourly rate we charge for our services varies based on the level of the consultant involved the

particular expertise of the consultant and the geographic area Our typical time-and-materials hourly

rates range from $20 to $200 per hour and on average are generally highest in our U.S ERP division

and lowest in our Federal division As India-based resources become more significant our average

hourly rates will decrease For projects which are fixed-price cost plus or level-of-effort where our

revenue is not directly based on hours incurred our realized rate per hour will vary significantly

depending on success or overages on such projects as well as the blend of estimated resources used to

deliver projects

Selling general and administrative SGA costs as percentage of revenue vary by business

segment Close to 60% of our overall SGA expenses are typically for personnel costs for our

operations management sales and recruiting personnel and administrative staff as well as our

corporate office support staff and executive management personnel Although these costs are not

immediately affected by changes in revenue there is often relatively short-term correlation between

these SGA salary expenses and revenue Additionally as we bid on larger and longer-term projects

the sales cycle and related sales costs have been increasing As result of the above we analyze
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changes in our SGA expenses in terms of the relationship between these costs and revenue

expressed as percentage of revenue rather than total dollars or percentage change in the total

dollars

Other revenue includes resale of third-party IT hardware and software products sales of

proprietary software and commissions on sales of IT products Our sales of IT hardware and software

generally involve IT network infrastructure The gross profit margin on consolidated other revenues is

typically in the range of 30% to 50% This is blend of low-margin hardware sales typically 5% to

10%
gross margin mid-margin software sales typically 20% to 40% gross margin and higher-

margin product commissions and proprietary software sales Depending on the mix of these business

activities gross profit margin on other revenue will fluctuate

The market demand for CIBERs services is heavily dependent on IT spending by major

corporations organizations and government entities in the markets and regions that we serve The pace
of technological advancement and changes in business requirements and practices of our clients all

have significant impact on the demand for the services that we provide

Representing more than one-third of our consolidated revenues our International division operates

primarily in Western Europe but also has offices in China Russia Australia and New Zealand As

such these operations transact business in local currencies of the countries in which they operate In

recent years generally 50% to 55% of our International divisions revenue has been denominated in

Euros 15% to 20% has been denominated in Great Britain Pounds GBP and the balance has come
from number of other currencies Changes in the exchange rates between these foreign currencies

and the U.S dollar affect the reported amounts of our assets liabilities revenues and expenses For

financial reporting purposes the assets and liabilities of our foreign operations are translated into U.S

dollars at current exchange rates at period end and revenues and expenses are translated at average

exchange rates for the period

Our results of operations are affected by economic conditions including macroeconomic

conditions credit market conditions and levels of business confidence Revenue is driven by our ability

to secure new contracts and deliver solutions and services that add value relevant to our clients current

needs and challenges In recent quarters and ongoing for the foreseeable future we have been affected

by significant efforts by our clients both current and potential to implement cost-savings initiatives

These initiatives have included going to vendor management systems taking their business to larger

pure-play offshore vendors and vendor consolidation In some cases these initiatives have benefited

CIBER but in others we have lost our revenue stream entirely or seen decline in our level of

revenues with particular clients The pricing environment continues to be extremely competitive

number of our competitors are structuring more offshore services into their bids thereby lowering their

pricing to help clients reduce costs and making it more difficult for us to compete on pricing We also

have global delivery options to offer to our current and potential clients as possible cost savings and

we are expanding our offshore capabilities and increasing the usage of these resources however they

are on smaller scale than the offshore offerings of some of our competitors Another issue which has

had and continues to have an impact on our revenues and profitability involves much longer sales

cycle than we have seen historically which has been driven by much slower decision-making process

in starting new projects in variety of industries that we currently serve or in which we are currently

bidding for work The longer sales cycle increases the cost of our sales efforts and pushes potential

revenues and profitability further into the future Some clients remain cautious seeking flexibility by

shifting to more phased approach to contracting for work In connection with our extensive strategic

review completed in 2010 we have tightened our standards governing the quality of engagements that

we will accept with the goal of growing revenue increasing margins improving collectability of

receivables and delivering sustained predictable performance However there can he no assurances

that we will be successful with such actions Economic conditions and other factors continue to impact

the business operations of many of our clients their ability to continue to use our services and their
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financial ability to pay for our services in full The impact of project cancellations cannot be accurately

predicted and bad debt expense will differ from our estimates and any such events may negatively

impact our results of operations

During the second quarter of 2010 based on combination of factors including the current

economic environment our operating results and sustained decline in our market capitalization we

recorded $112.0 million non-cash goodwill impairment charge as result of our annual goodwill

impairment test In the same quarter CIBER also expensed $6.1 million $5.0 million of which was for

executive charges pertaining to the retirement of our former chief executive officer and the continuing

benefits for our founder and former non-executive chairman of the board as well as $1.1 million of

additional costs incurred related to the leadership changes Additionally during the fourth quarter of

2010 we incurred higher than usual bad debt expenses and we reversed large amount of project

revenue previously recognized under the percentage-of-completion method due to revised estimates of

project completion These items along with costs recorded for few smaller legal matters totaled

$9.9 million during the fourth quarter and impacted our division operating income as follows U.S

ERP$4.2 million Federal---$2.6 million Custom Solutions $0.1 million plus $3.0 million impact to

corporate expense Of the $9.9 million $2.7 million impacted revenue and gross profit $5.6 million

represented bad debt expense and the remainder comprised other various SGA costs

Results of OperationsComparison of the Years Ended December 31 2010 and 2009Consolidated

The following table sets forth certain Consolidated Statement of Operations data in dollars and

expressed as percentage of revenue

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009

Dollars in thousands

Consulting services $1025056 95.7% 992779 95.7%

Other revenue 46287 4.3 44921 4.3

Total revenues $1071343 100.0% $1037700 100.0%

Gross profitconsulting services 244701 23.9% 242615 24.4%

Gross profitother revenue 17919 38.7 16678 37.1

Gross profittotal 262620 24.5 259293 25.0

SGA expenses 249341 23.3 225643 21.7

Goodwill impairment 112000 10.4

Amortization of intangible assets 4429 0.4 5891 0.6

Operating income loss 103150 9.6% 27759 2.7%

Net income loss attributable to CIBER Inc 77160 7.2% 14958 1.4%

Consultant utilization 86% 86%

Average billable headcount 7575 7130

Revenues Total revenues increased $33.6 nfillion or 3% for 2010 compared with 2009 Constant

currency adjusted revenues were approximately $9 million higher than our reported revenues

representing 4% increase over 2009 Our June 2010 acquisition of Segmenta A/S Segmenta
increased our current year revenues by $10 million The primary contributions to the increase in

current year revenue growth were from our International and U.S ERP divisions
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Revenue by segment was as follows

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 change

In thousands

International 385155 349834 10.1%

Custom Solutions 368682 372168 0.9
U.S ERP 133662 126443 5.7

Federal 117545 117613 0.1
IT Outsourcing 76947 76341 0.8

Total segment revenues 1081991 1042399 3.8

Corporate/Inter-segment 10648 4699 n/rn

Total revenues $1071343 $1037700 3.2%

n/rn not meaningful

Constant currency adjusted International division revenues improved 13% Approximately half of

the International divisions constant currency adjusted revenue growth related to revenues from

our new German-based managed services practice and the Segmenta acquisition completed in

June 2010 The remaining improvement was generally due to increased revenues from SAP
software related services particularly in several central European countries Constant currency

adjusted revenues excluding the impact of acquisition-related revenues increased 10% between

the comparable periods

The decline in Custom Solutions revenues generally related to the ongoing financial impact
from variety of economic issues such as customer pricing pressures the implementation of

cost-saving initiatives at number of clients including vendor management systems offshore

services alternatives vendor consolidation the attrition of placements at few larger customer

accounts and the completion of several sizable projects All of the above resulted in either

decrease in the fees we receive for our services or decreases in the use of our services

Additionally we have experienced challenges in obtaining new state and local government

contracts and budget issues with new projects in this sector due to the current economic climate

Increased revenues related to recently awarded new or additional work as well as increasing

demand in the healthcare vertical and related to expansion of our global delivery model all

helped to offset most of the overall revenue decrease

The overall improvement in total revenues for our U.S ERP division related to growth in

Oracle and SAP projects particularly due to strong demand in both the public and higher

education sectors as well as an increase in other product revenues related to commissions

earned on the sale of IT hardware plus software resales Projected overruns on couple of

fixed-price projects that are in process at year-end and project for financially-distressed client

where we stopped recognizing revenue for services being delivered both negatively impacted our

current year revenue growth

Increases in sales related to low-margin materials offset the declines in the Federal divisions

services revenues from the ongoing erosion of revenue related to expired contracts keeping total

revenues basically flat between the comparable years

Current
year account wins more than offset account losses and decreased product sales to

maintain positive revenue growth for our IT Outsourcing division in the current year

Gross Profit In total our gross profit margin decreased 50 basis points to 24.5% for 2010

compared to 25.0% for 2009 Gross margin improvements in our Custom Solutions and IT Outsourcing
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divisions came from better margins on new projects plus the completion of several low-margin Custom

Solutions projects
These improvements partially offset the declines in

gross profit margin in the

remaining divisions related primarily to start up of new German-based managed services practice the

increased usage of higher-priced subcontractors and overruns on fixed-price projects

Selling general and administrative costs Our SGA costs increased 160 basis points to 23.3% of

revenue for 2010 from 21.7% for 2009 Included in 2009 were costs of $2.2 million to settle litigation

which represented 20 basis points of SGA as percentage of revenue Excluding these 2009 litigation

costs our SGA costs increased 180 basis points in 2010 compared with 2009 $6.1 million or

approximately 60 basis points of the increase related to executive charges of $5.0 million accrued in the

second quarter of 2010 pertaining to the retirement of our former chief executive officer and the

continuing benefits for our founder and former non-executive chairman of the board as well as

$1.1 million of additional costs incurred related to the leadership changes Higher had debt expense in

2010 also accounted for 60 basis points of the increase Additionally expansion in our domestic and

offshore delivery centers including India additional expenses from organizational transition items

resulting from the recently adopted strategy of combining North American branch offices consolidation

of the sales and delivery organizations and investments in sales training and infrastructure as well as

higher management salaries resulting from senior leadership changes also contributed to the increase

in SGA as percentage of revenue in 2010

Operating income loss During the second quarter
of 2010 based on combination of factors

including the current economic environment our operating results and sustained decline in our

market capitalization we recorded $112.0 million non-cash goodwill impairment charge following our

annual goodwill impairment test After the goodwill impairment charge CIBER had an operating loss

of $103.2 million for 2010 which also included $6.1 million related to executive charges and leadership

transition costs also recorded in the second quarter of 2010 as well as $9.9 million of items recorded

during the fourth quarter of 2010 primarily related to higher than usual bad debt expenses the reversal

of large amount of project revenue previously recognized under the percentage-of-completion method

and several small legal matters Costs of $2.2 million to settle litigation were included in our operating

results for 2009 Excluding the 2010 and 2009 specific charges operating income was $24.9 million or

2.3% of total revenue for 2010 compared with $30.0 million or 2.9% of total revenue for 2009 The

decrease in operating income excluding these specific charges between the comparable periods was

due to increased corporate expenses and decreased segment profitability primarily in our International

U.S ERP and Federal divisions
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Operating income loss by segment was as follows

Year Ended
December 31________________ %of %of

2010 2009 change revenue revenue

In thousands

International 19842 20107 1.3% 5.2% 5.7%

Custom Solutions 25002 24125 3.6 6.8 6.5

U.S ERP 3445 9764 64.7 2.6 7.7

Federal 1979 5994 67.0 1.7 5.1

IT Outsourcing 1407 1823 22.8 1.8 2.4

Total segment operating income 48861 58167 16.0 4.5 5.6

Corporate expenses 35582 24517 3.3 2.4
Goodwill impairment 112000 10.4
Amortization of intangible assets 4429 5891 0.4 0.5

TotMprating income loss $103150 27759 9.6% 2.7%

Segments calculated as of segment revenue all other calculated as of total revenue

International operating income declined primarily due to increased usage of higher-priced

subcontractors and $3.1 million operating loss in 2010 related to the start up of new

German-based managed services practice both of which impacted the divisions
gross profit

margin The gross margin decreases were partially offset by reduction in SGA expenses as

percentage of revenue mainly related to reduced costs for facilities and equipment

Custom Solutions operating income improved between the comparable periods due to an

improvement in gross profit margin stemming from reduced work on few large low-margin

projects new higher-margin business and continued growth in lower-cost offshore delivery The

gross profit margin improvement was partially offset by increased SGA costs primarily related

to our expansion in India and also in our domestic delivery centers

U.S ERP operating income decreased primarily due to situations involving two specific problem

clients Gross profit margin was reduced by $2.0 million related to the reversal of project

revenue previously recognized under the percentage-of-completion method due to revised

estimates of project completion Also we did not recognize $1.1 million of revenue on project

for client whose financial condition deteriorated significantly although we had continued to

provide our services We also recorded $2.2 million of bad debt expense to provide full

allowance for unpaid accounts receivable related to this financially-distressed client Overruns on

some fixed-price projects and increased usage of higher-priced subcontractors also contributed to

the lower 2010 operating income

Federal operating income was lower in 2010 due to reduced gross profit margin resulting from

lower margins on renewal business and increased revenue from lower-margin material sales In

addition our Federal division had $2.0 million of bad debt expense for non-government

project in 2010

IT Outsourcing operating loss improved due to better gross margins related to increased volume

in some accounts and higher usage of lower-priced offshore resources

Corporate expenses increased in 2010 mainly due to $6.1 million of executive charges and

leadership transition costs recorded during the second quarter plus $3.0 million of fourth

quarter expenses that were primarily related to an additional bad debt allowance recorded for

our City of New Orleans receivable Included in 2009 was $2.2 million one-time charge for the
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settlement of litigation Excluding these 2010 and 2009 charges corporate expenses increased by

approximately $4.1 million or 30 basis points primarily due to increases in salary expense

related to management changes and other organization transition-related expenses as well as

increased professional and consulting fees employee benefit costs and added corporate support

services

huerest expense Interest expense increased $0.9 million during 2010 compared to 2009 Interest

charges related to the estimated contingent consideration for our Segmenta acquisition accounted for

$0.5 million of the increase The remaining $0.4 million related to higher interest costs under our

Senior Credit Facility that was put into place in mid-2009

Other income net Other income net was $0.1 million in 2010 down from $0.3 million in 2009

small foreign exchange loss in the current year compared with gain of $0.3 million in the prior year

accounted for all of the decrease

Income taxes In 2010 we had consolidated tax benefit of $31.8 million relating to our pre-tax

loss of $109.5 million with an effective tax benefit rate of 29% In 2009 we had consolidated tax

expense of $7.8 million relating to our pre-tax income of $22.9 million with an effective tax expense

rate of 34% Our effective tax rate is significantly impacted by the changes in the amount and the

geographic mix of our income and loss Our 2010 tax rate was impacted by the goodwill impairment

charge and lower domestic operating results In 2010 our domestic pre-tax loss was $130.7 million and

our foreign pre-tax profit was $21.2 million Our domestic loss included the $112.0 million goodwill

impairment charge which was only partially subject to taxation and resulted in $30.8 million 27.5%

tax benefit Our fourth quarter 2010 tax rate also had $1.0 million benefit from the utilization of

carried forward net operating losses in Europe which were previously reserved We estimate our

blended Federal and state rate to be approximately 40% For our significant foreign operations the

local tax rates range from approximately 20% to 33% Our actual tax expense is also impacted by the

amount of non-deductible expenses which also increases our effective tax rate For 2011 we are

estimating an effective tax rate of 33% to 37% however this rate could fluctuate based on the factors

discussed above as well as other items

For interim periods we base our tax provision on forecasted book and taxable income for the

entire year As the forecast for the year changes we adjust our year-to-date tax provision Our

provision for income taxes is based on many factors and is subject to volatility from year to year

Results of OperationsComparison of the Years Ended December 31 2009 and 2008Consolidated

We translate the results of our foreign operations into U.S dollars from the relevant local

currencies In periods when the U.S dollar is weaker this results in proportionately larger number of

U.S dollars and thus helps our results In U.S dollar terms currency rates were favorable for CIBER

during the first quarters of 2008 During the fourth quarter
of 2008 we saw significant declines in

foreign exchange rates as compared to the U.S dollar The strength of the U.S dollar remained fairly

consistent throughout the first half of 2009 only to weaken against foreign currencies during the

second half of the year making for more favorable currency environment for CIBER once again by

the end of 2009 as compared to the end of 2008 The negative impact on our financial results related

to the strength of the U.S dollar during the first half of 2009 was partially offset by weaker U.S

dollar in the second half of the year resulting in an overall decrease in revenue of approximately

$41 million in 2009 compared to 2008
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The following table sets forth certain Consolidated Statement of Operations data in dollars and

expressed as percentage of revenue

Year Ended December 31

2009 2008

Dollars in thousands

Consulting services 992779 95.7% $1133233 95.1%

Other revenue 44921 4.3 58334 4.9

Total revenues $1037700 100.0% $1191567 100.0%

Gross profitconsulting services 242615 24.4% 303427 26.8%

Gross profitother revenue 16678 37.1 21053 36.1

Gross profittotal 259293 25.0 324480 27.2

SGA expenses 225643 21.7 264268 22.2

Amortization of intangible assets 5891 0.6 6274 0.5

Operating income 27759 2.7% 53938 4.5%

Net income attributable to CIBER Inc 14958 1.4% 26884 2.3%

Consultant utilization 86% 87%

Average billable headcount 7130 7395

Revenues Total revenues decreased $153.9 million or 13% for 2009 compared to 2008 Poor

economic conditions and the strength of the U.S dollar against many currencies between the

comparable periods were primarily responsible for the decline Foreign currency rate changes resulted

in reduction in 2009 reported revenue of approximately $41 million or 4% compared with 2008

Constant currency adjusted revenue decreased 9% for 2009 compared to 2008 The global economic

downturn which began late in 2008 led to lower overall demand for IT services and products Over

much of the period from late 2008 and throughout most of 2009 many of our clients and prospects

were focused on initiatives to deliver near- and medium-term cost savings and they continued to

exercise caution in launching new IT projects especially larger ones during this time frame Many
clients and

prospects reduced delayed or cancelled IT spending over this same time period We also

experienced pricing pressures
from existing clients and prospects that were working hard to manage

their costs

Revenue by segment was as follows

Year Ended December 3J

2009 2008 change

In thousands

International 349834 406071 13.8%
Custom Solutions 372168 466208 20.2
U.S ERP 126443 122163 3.5

Federal 117613 127391 7.7
IT Outsourcing 76341 72453 5.4

Total segment revenues 1042399 1194286 12.7

Corporate/Inter-segment 4699 2719 n/rn

Total revenues $1037700 $1191567 12.9%

n/rn not meaningful
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Unfavorable foreign currency fluctuations accounted for 10% decline in our International

divisions current year revenue results Constant currency adjusted International division revenue

decreased by approximately 4% Completed projects and delays in customer decisions on new

projects slowed revenue contributions in 2009 Client bankruptcy and financial constraints also

caused cancellation of or reductions in some client contracts which negatively impacted the 2009

results

Custom Solutions revenues decreased primarily due to the successful completion of the very

large Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission PTC project in mid-2008 plus the normal

completion of other projects as well as number of canceled or delayed projects and staffing

reductions on other projects resulting from economic conditions during this period of time Most

significantly some large clients cut back on the use of our services in 2009 due to strategy

decisions We were unable to close sufficient new contracts especially larger ones to offset these

reductions

U.S ERP revenues improved over 3% in 2009 compared with 2008 Several large contract wins

in late 2008 and early 2009 in our Oracle and SAP practices were primarily responsible for the

increase Partially offsetting these contributions was the successful completion of the

implementation phase of the very large PTC project mentioned above in mid-2008 We

continued to provide support services to the PTC but at considerably less revenue than during

the implementation phase Additionally our Technology Solutions group incurred $1.7 million

reduction in current year revenue due to slower hardware sales related to the weak economy

Federal revenues were down in 2009 as compared to 2008 related to expired contracts that have

yet to be replaced Federal had large contract that expired at the end of 2008 and was then

awarded to qualified small business The Federal division was successful in 2009 at winning

number of its expiring contracts where we were eligible to recompete but delays in new contract

awards have continued to push out improvements in Federal revenues

IT Outsourcing revenues increased in 2009 due to account growth at existing customers plus the

addition of several new clients in late 2008 and in 2009 all of which combined more than offset

client bankruptcy canceled project and reduced scope and spending at several other clients

Gross Profit In total our gross profit margin decreased 220 basis points to 25.0% for 2009

compared with 27.2% for 2008 Gross profit margin on consulting services revenue accounted for all of

the decrease with sizable consulting services margin decreases in all but our U.S ERP division which

had significant improvement over 2008 due to the turnaround in our SAP practice from its poor

performance in 2008 The significant declines in consulting services gross margins were primarily due to

1ricing pressures which reduced pricing on our existing work as well as lowered pricing for new

competitive awards As customers have reduced delayed or canceled projects it was difficult to

maintain our normal levels of consultant utilization which also contributed to the reduction in our

gross margin Our International division also incurred an approximate 2.5% employee wage increase at

the beginning of 2009 that we were not able to recover through increased billing rates due to the

pricing pressures
mentioned above

Selling general and administrative costs We began number of cost reduction initiatives in the fall

of 2008 in response to the deteriorating economic conditions As result our SGA costs for 2009

declined by $38.6 million or 15% compared with 2008 As percentage of revenue SGA costs were

down 50 basis points between the comparable annual periods Significant cost reductions resulted from

the combination of our former Commercial and State Local Government divisions now the Custom

Solutions division in 2009 however reductions were made in all divisions other than IT Outsourcing

which experienced increases in SGA costs primarily related to additional infrastructure to support

revenue growth within that division Overall salary reductions represented approximately half of the

annual SGA costs savings and the remainder was achieved primarily through reductions in number
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of other categories such as recruiting training and meeting expenses and travel costs in addition to

$4.7 million decrease in bad debt expense primarily from fewer client bankruptcies in 2009 compared

with 2008

Operating income The 220 basis point reduction in our gross profit margin partially offset by

50 basis point savings in our SGA costs resulted in decrease in our operating income margin to

2.7% for 2009 compared to 4.5% for 2008

Operating income by segment was as follows

Year Ended

December 31_______________ %of %of
2009 2008 change revenue revenue

In thousands

International 20107 30795 34.7% 5.7% 7.6%

Custom Solutions 24125 45170 46.6 6.5 9.7

U.S ERP 9764 1196 716.4 7.7 1.0

Federal 5994 8682 31.0 5.1 6.8

IT Outsourcing 1823 244 647.1 2.4 0.3

Total segment operating income 58167 85599 32.0 5.6 7.1

Corporate expenses 24517 25387 2.4 2.1
Amortization of intangible assets 5891 6274 0.5 0.5

Total operating income 27759 53938 2.7% 4.5%

Segments calculated as of segment revenue all other calculated as of total revenue

International operating income declined due to the significant reduction in services
gross profit

margins stemming from lower consultant utilization and increased consultant wages as well as

some customer-induced pricing pressures considerable reduction in SGA costs due to lower

overhead personnel costs plus lower recruiting and travel expenses as well as reduced bad debt

expense helped to partially offset the gross margin decline

Custom Solutions operating income decreased due to substantial reduction in consulting

services
gross margin resulting primarily from higher-margin projects that ended or were

canceled and downward pricing pressure from both existing customers and new clients In

addition some lower-margin fixed-price projects also contributed to the margin decrease

Additionally although SGA costs decreased $14.0 million in this division between the

comparable years as we successfully reduced direct and overhead labor costs we could not

adjust these costs as quickly as our revenue was adjusting downward Therefore SGA costs as

percentage of revenue increased between the comparable periods in part due to labor costs

not reducing quickly enough as well as increased costs for bad debt expense and higher rent

expense in India

The U.S ERP division had significantly improved operating income in 2009 over 2008 related to

improvements in both consulting services
gross profit margin and reduced SGA expenses in

total dollars and as percentage of revenue The
gross profit margin increase was led by

significant turnaround in our SAP practice related to improved consultant utilization cost

reductions and completion of large low-margin fixed-price contract

Federals operating income was down due to the erosion of gross profit margin as revenues and

consultant utilization decreased and new and re-compete projects were priced at lower margins

than the projects they were replacing due to competitive market conditions Additionally the
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division was not able to fully offset its decreased revenue with reductions in costs as it continued

to build the infrastructure required to compete for major prime contracts

IT Outsourcings operating loss increased due to both reduction in consulting services gross

profit margin as well as an increase in SGA costs as percentage of revenue This division

had some fixed-cost utilization issues following late 2008 large customer bankruptcy that

prevented it from reducing its costs when the related revenue was lost Additional infrastructure

costs to accommodate future revenue growth caused most of the increase in SGA costs

Corporate expenses decreased 3% as primarily salary-related cost-cutting measures were partially

offset by significantly increased expenses related to the $2.2 million paid in the third quarter to

settle lawsuit including attorney fees as well as increased share-based compensation expenses

and increased costs related to our new corporate headquarters

Intert expense Interest expense decreased $7.7 million during 2009 compared to 2008

$4.3 million of which related to our convertible debt which was fully retired in December 2008 The

remaining decrease was primarily due to lower average borrowings during 2009 and to lesser extent

due to lower average interest rates

Other income expense net Other income net was $0.3 million in 2009 compared to other

expense net of $1.4 million in 2008 Our foreign exchange transaction gains/losses accounted for

$2.8 million improvement between the comparable periods Offsetting the improvement from foreign

exchange results was $1.3 million gain on the retirement of our convertible debentures during 2008

with no similar gain in 2009

Income taxes Our effective tax rate increased to 34.0% for 2009 compared to 30.3% for 2008

primarily due to additional U.S taxes of approximately $1 million on one-time repatriation of cash to

the U.S

Liquidity and Capital Resources

At December 31 2010 we had working capital of $132.4 million and current ratio of 1.61

compared to working capital of $136.9 million and current ratio of 1.81 at December 31 2009

Historically we have used our operating cash flows available cash reserves and borrowings as well as

periodic sales of our common stock to finance ongoing operations and business combinations We

believe that our cash and cash equivalents our expected operating cash flow and our available Senior

Credit Facility will be sufficient to finance our working capital needs through at least the next year

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Net cash provided by used in
Operating activities 35121 81547 92171

Investing activities 17570 13389 22237
Financing activities 13379 52583 49932
Effect of foreign exchange rates on cash 2267 3000 2870

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 1905 $18575 $17132

Our balance of cash and cash equivalents was $69.3 million at December 31 2010 compared to

balance of $67.4 million at December 31 2009 Typically most of our cash balance is maintained by our

foreign subsidiaries and such cash is not readily available for use by our domestic operations Any
return of cash from our foreign subsidiaries is not planned for the foreseeable future and would likely
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result in significant tax consequences Our domestic cash balances are used daily to reduce our

outstanding balance on our Senior Credit Facility

Operating activities Cash provided by operating activities was $35.1 million in 2010 compared

with $81.5 million and $92.2 million in 2009 and 2008 respectively Reduced earnings and changes in

normal short-term working capital items primarily accounts receivable contributed to the overall

reduction in cash from operations during 2010 as compared to the prior years Our working capital

fluctuates significantly due to changes in accounts receivable discussed below as well as due to the

timing of our domestic payroll and accounts payable processing cycles with regard to month-end dates

and other seasonal factors During 2010 and 2009 our domestic operations generated $19.2 million and

$45.0 million respectively of cash from operations while our International operations generated cash

from operations of $15.9 million and $36.5 million in 2010 and 2009 respectively Typically the

seasonality of our business in many European countries results in negative cash from operations in the

early part of the year with improvements in the second half of the year Cash flow from European

receivables and payables are typically maximized in the fourth quarter and annual bonuses are paid

during the first quarter

Total accounts receivable increased to $239.2 million at December 31 2010 from $213.1 million at

December 31 2009 Total accounts receivable days sales outstanding DSO was 62 days at

December 31 2010 compared to 61 days at December 31 2009 Increased revenues during the fourth

quarter of 2010 primarily from domestic product sales on which we record net commission revenue as

well as from our International division helped increase our accounts receivable balance at

December 31 2010 as compared to the prior year During 2010 our domestic accounts receivable was

negatively impacted by the timing of billing milestones on certain larger fixed-priced contracts We
have experienced several delays in customer acceptance of applicable milestones thereby limiting our

ability to bill for our services At December 31 2010 our unbilled accounts receivable for costs and

earnings in excess of billings totaled $31.5 million which was an increase of $15.7 million from the

prior year In addition economic conditions and other factors have negatively affected the business

conditions of many of our clients including those in the public sector resulting in payment delays and
in some cases increased bad debt provisions for CIBER Our International division typically

experiences slower receivable payments during the first half of the year with improvement in the second

half of the year and with their lowest DSO levels typically occurring in December Changes in accounts

receivable have significant impact on our cash flow Items that can affect our accounts receivable

DSO include contractual payment terms client payment patterns including approval or processing

delays and cash management client mix public vs private fluctuations in the level of IT product

sales and the effectiveness of our collection efforts Many of the individual reasons are outside of our

control and as result it is normal for our DSO to fluctuate from period to period affecting our

liquidity

Accrued compensation and related liabilities fluctuate from period to period based on couple of

primary factors including the timing of our normal hi-weekly U.S payroll cycle and the timing of

variable compensation payments Our annual bonuses are typically accrued throughout the
year

and

paid in the first quarter of the following year causing some fluctuation from quarter to quarter

Accounts payable and other accrued liabilities typically fluctuate based on when we receive actual

vendor invoices and when they are paid The largest of such items typically relates to vendor payments

for IT hardware and software products that we resell and payments to services-related subcontractors

Investing activities Investing activities are primarily comprised of cash paid for acquisitions and

purchases of
property and equipment In 2010 we acquired Segmenta A/S located in Denmark for

$3.5 million plus we have accrued contingent consideration of $5.1 million related to this acquisition at

December 31 2010 In 2009 we acquired India-based Itearnic Pvt Ltd for $4.3 million and in 2008 we

spent $7.8 million primarily for the acquisition of Norwegian SAP consultancy and noncontrolling

interest in one of our European subsidiaries Spending on property and equipment was $14.0 million
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during 2010 compared with $9.1 million in 2009 and $14.7 million in 2008 Generally our capital

spending is primarily for technology equipment and software and to support our global employee base

as well as our management and corporate support infrastructure Larger capital spending projects

typically relate to periodic investments in our client support-based infrastructure for our domestic and

offshore delivery centers and data center operations and such investments will fluctuate from period to

period In 2011 we plan to expand our delivery center operations in India which we estimate will cost

up to $5 million as well as make other capital investments to begin enhancing our information

management systems develop management and sales tools and work on unifying our systems globally

Financing activities Typically our most significant financing activities consist of the borrowings

and payments under the revolving credit portion of our Senior Credit Facility This fluctuates based on

cash provided by or used in our domestic operations during the period as our cash receipts and

disbursements are linked to the revolving credit facility During 2010 we had net payments on our

long-term debt of $11.1 million compared to net payments of $69.5 million in 2009 and net borrowings

of $109.0 million in 2008 In 2009 we used the cash proceeds of $23.2 million from the sale of our

common stock as well as the positive cash flow generated by our operating
activities and existing cash

balances to pay down our long-term debt balance The net borrowings in 2008 were primarily used to

retire our convertible debentures During the year ended December 31 2008 we used $149.5 million of

cash for this purpose resulting in gains on retirement of debt of approximately $2.1 million In 2008

we also had an outflow of $4.3 million related to the settlement of cross-currency interest rate swaps

Senior Credit Facility CIBER has senior credit agreement with several financial institutions as

lenders and Bank of America N.A as administrative agent the Senior Credit Facility that matures

on August 20 2012 The credit available under the Senior Credit Facility may be used for the working

capital needs and general corporate purposes of the Company The Senior Credit Facility provides for

an $85 million revolving line of credit and term loan The term loan balance at December 31 2010

was $37.5 million The term loan requires quarterly principal reductions of $2.5 million and therefore

$10 million of our total obligation is classified as current liability CIBERs remaining obligation

under the Senior Credit Facility is classified as long-term debt on our consolidated balance sheets

While we intend to amend extend or replace this facility unless we are able to do so through bank

financing or another form of cash infusion such as stock issuance or issuance of debentures the

obligations under the Senior Credit Facility would need to be reclassified to short-term debt as of

September 30 2011 The Senior Credit Facility was subsequently amended on February 18 2011 to

modify certain financial covenants effective as of December 31 2010 as well as modify other

provisions summary of the material provisions of the amended Senior Credit Facility follows

The Senior Credit Facility is subject to mandatory prepayments and commitment reductions in

amounts equal to the net cash proceeds of any asset disposition event of loss extraordinary receipts

issuance or incurrence of indebtedness and issuance of equity subject in each case as appropriate to

thresholds and other exceptions and definitions as specified in the credit agreement CIBERs

obligations under the Senior Credit Facility are secured by all of CIBERs present and future domestic

tangible and intangible assets as well as pledge of 66% of the capital stock of CIBERs direct foreign

subsidiaries

Subject to applicable conditions we may elect interest rates on our Senior Credit Facility

borrowings calculated by reference to either the Bank of America prime lending rate Prime plus

margin that ranges
from 1.75% to 2.50% or London Interbank Offered Rate LIBOR for one

three or six month maturities plus margin that ranges from 2.75% to 3.50% The applicable margins

on our Prime loans and LIBOR loans are determined by reference to our current consolidated total

leverage ratio We are also required to pay commitment fee of 0.50% per annum on the unused

portion of the Senior Credit Facility The Senior Credit Facility and the related loan documents provide

for the payment of other specified recurring fees and expenses including administrative agent fees

letter of credit and other fees We currently have an interest rate swap that matures on March 31 2012
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which converts $25.0 million of our borrowings under our Senior Credit Facility from variable-rate

instrument into 1.77% fixed-rate instruments plus the appliabe m8ri.At December 31 2010 our

weighted average interest rate on our outstanding borrowing under the Senior Credit Facility

including the interest swap was 4.17%

The terms of the Senior Credit Facility as amended include among other provisions specific

limitations on the incurrence of additional indebtedness and liens stock repurchases investments

guarantees mergers dispositions and acquisitions and prohibition on the payment of any dividends

The Senior Credit Facility also contains certain financial covenants including maximum

consolidated total leverage ratio minimum consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio minimum

EBITDA and an asset coverage test summary of these financial covenants is as follows

The maximum consolidated total leverage ratio Funded Debt divided by EBITDA may not be

greater than 2.25 to 1.00 on December 31 2010 The maximum leverage ratio increases to

2.50 to 1.00 on March 31 2011 reduces to 2.25 to 1.00 on December 31 2011 and reduces to

2.00 to 1.00 on June 30 2012

The minimum consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio EBITDA minus capital expenditures

divided by the sum of tax expense plus interest expense plus scheduled funded debt payments

plus any restricted payments must he not less than 1.25 to 1.00 Capital expenditures for 2011

exclude up to S5 million in connection with the expansion of our India facilities

We must maintain twelve-month consolidated EBITDA of at least $44 million on December 31

2010 at least $40 million on March 31 2011 and June 30 20111 and at least $45 million

thereafter

Under the asset coverage test the aggregate amount of loans advanced under the Senior Credit

Facility shall at any time not exceed an amount equal to 80% of all of our net accounts

receivable

Certain elements of these ratios are defined below

Funded Debt includes borrowings under our Senior Credit Facility any other bank debt plus the

face amount of any outstanding Letters of Credit as well as any earn-out and capitalized lease

arrangements

EBITDA represents the sum of net income or net loss net interest expense income tax

expense depreciation expense amortization expense share-based compensation expense cash

separation costs not to exceed $6.4 million and other cash transitional costs not to exceed

S1.0 million related to the departure of our former Chief Executive Officer and former

non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors non-cash goodwill impairment charges not to

exceed $112.0 million in the aggregate plus up to $10.0 million of charges taken during the

quarter ended December 31 2010 primarily related to accounts receivable and unbilled revenue

balances as well as several other legal settlement items measured over the twelve-month period

ending as of the end of each fiscal quarter

We are required to he in compliance with the financial covenants at the end of each calendar

quarter and we were in compliance with these financial covenants as of December 31 2010 with the

following calculations for our financial covenant ratios

Consolidated total leverage ratio2.08 to 1.00 maximum permitted2.25 to 1.00

Consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio1.47 to 1.00 minimum permitted1.25 to 1.00

Consolidated EBITDA$45.3 million minimum permitted$44 million

Asset Coverage Test$93.1 million not to exceed $191.4 million
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Based on managements current estimates we do not currently believe covenant violation to be

probable of occurring for at least the next 12 months However given the current volatile economic

conditions there can be no assurance that we will continue to be in compliance with these bank

covenants If covenant violation were to occur we believe that we would be able to obtain waiver

or amendment from our credit group Any such waiver or amendment would come at additional costs

to CIBER and such costs could be material We believe that other sources of credit or financing would

be available to us however we cannot predict at this time what types of credit or financing will be

available in the future or the costs of such credit or financing

At December 31 2010 we had outstanding borrowings of $87.2 million under the Senior Credit

Facility

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

We do not have any reportable off-balance sheet arrangements

Contractual Obligations

The contractual obligations presented in the table below represent our estimates of future

payments under fixed contractual obligations and commitments Changes in our business needs

cancellation provisions changing interest rates and other factors may result in actual payments differing

from these estimates We cannot provide certainty regarding the timing and amounts of payments We

have presented below summary of the most significant assumptions used in our information within

the context of our consolidated financial position results of operations and cash flows

The following table is summary of our contractual obligations as of December 31 2010

Payments due by period

Total 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Thereafter

In thousands

Principal payments on long-term debt 88352 $10473 77875

Interest payments on long-term debt1 5486 3482 2004

Operating leases2 88201 26755 35855 13542 12049

Purchase obligations 37 35

Total3 $182076 $40745 $115736 $13546 $12049

Interest payments were calculated based on terms of the related agreements and effective interest

rates as of December 31 2010 for our borrowings

Includes operating leases for all office locations automobiles and office equipment

At December 31 2010 we had gross unrecognized tax benefits of $7.4 million We are unable to

make reasonably reliable estimate as to when cash settlement if any with the appropriate

taxing authority may occur as such our unrecognized tax benefits are not included in the table

above

Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates

The preparation of our consolidated financial statements in accordance with U.S generally

accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates judgments and assumptions

that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities as of the date of the financial statements as

well as the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the periods presented We continually

evaluate our estimates judgments and assumptions based on available information and experience We

believe that our estimates judgments and assumptions are reasonable based on information available to
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us at the time they are made To the extent there are differences between our estimates judgments and

assumptions and actual results our financial statements will be affected Such differences may be

material to our financial statements The accounting policies that reflect our more significant estimates

judgments and assumptions are described below

Revenue recognitionCIBER earns revenue primarily from providing IT services to its clients and

to much lesser extent from the sale and resale of IT hardware and software products CIBERs

consulting services revenue comes from three primary sources technology integration services where

we design build and implement new or enhanced system applications and related processes general

IT consulting services such as system selection or assessment feasibility studies training and staffing

and outsourcing and managed IT services in which we manage staff maintain host or otherwise

run solutions and/or systems provided to our customers Contracts for these services have different

terms based on the scope deliverables and complexity of the engagement which requires management
to make judgments and estimates in recognizing revenue Fees for these contracts may be in the form

of time-and-materials or fixed-price billings The majority of our consulting services revenue is

recognized under time-and-materials contracts as hours and costs are incurred Consulting services

revenue also includes project-related reimbursable expenses for travel and other out-of-pocket expenses

separately billed to clients

Revenue for technology integration consulting services where we design/redesign build and

implement new or enhanced systems applications and related processes for our clients is generally

recognized based on the percentage-of-completion method Under the percentage-of-completion

method management estimates the percentage of completion based upon the contract costs incurred to

date as percentage of the total estimated contract costs If the total cost estiniate exceeds revenue we
accrue for the estimated loss immediately The use of the percentage-of-completion method requires

significant judgment relative to estimating total contract revenue and costs including assumptions as to

the length of time to complete the project the nature and complexity of the work to be performed and

anticipated changes in estimated costs Estimates of total contract costs are continuously monitored

during the term of the contract and recorded revenues and costs are subject to revision as the contract

progresses Such revisions may result in increases or decreases to revenue and income and are reflected

in the consolidated financial statements in the periods in which they are first identified

Revenue for general IT consulting services is recognized as work is performed and amounts are

earned We consider amounts to be earned once evidence of an arrangement has been obtained

services are delivered fees are fixed or determinable and collectability is reasonably assured For

contracts with fees based on time-and-materials or cost-plus we recognize revenue over the period of

performance For fixed-price contracts depending on the specific contractual provisions and nature of

the deliverables revenue may be recognized on proportional performance model based on

level-of-effort as milestones are achieved or when final deliverables have been provided

Outsourcing and managed IT services arrangements typically span several years Revenue from

time-and-materials contracts is recognized as the services are performed Revenue from unit-priced

contracts is recognized as transactions are processed based on objective measures of output Revenue

from fixed-price contracts is recognized on straight-line basis unless revenues are earned and

obligations are fulfilled in different pattern Costs related to delivering outsourcing and managed
services are expensed as incurred with the exception of labor and other direct costs related to the

set-up of processes personnel and systems which are deferred during the transition period and

expensed evenly over the period services are provided Amounts billable to the client for transition or

set-up activities which do not have standalone value are also deferred and recognized as revenue

evenly over the period that the managed services are provided

We sometimes enter into arrangements excluding software license arrangements with customers

that purchase multiple services or combination of services and IT hardware products from us at the
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same time referred to as multiple-element arrangements Each element within multiple-element

arrangement is accounted for as separate unit of accounting provided that the delivered services or

products have value to the customer on standalone basis We consider deliverable element to have

standalone value if the service or product is sold separately by us or another vendor or could be resold

by the customer For our multiple-element arrangements the arrangement consideration is allocated at

the inception of the arrangement to all deliverable elements on the basis of their relative selling price

the relative selling price method When applying the relative selling price method the selling price

for each deliverable is determined using vendor-specific objective evidence VSOE of selling price if

it exists otherwise third-party evidence TPE of selling price is used If neither VSOE nor TPE of

selling price exists for deliverable then we use our best estimate of the selling price ESP for that

deliverable when applying the relative selling price method Since our services are typically customized

to each clients specific needs VSOE and TPE are generally not available We determine ESP for

purposes of allocating the arrangement by considering several external and internal factors including

but not limited to pricing practices margin objectives competition geographies in which we offer our

products and services and internal costs As the result of new accounting guidance we adopted the use

of ESP in 2010 and this change was not material to our financial results We limit the amount of

revenue recognized for delivered elements to an amount that is not contingent upon future delivery of

additional services or products

Other revenue primarily includes resale of third-party IT hardware and software products

commissions on sales of IT products and to lesser extent sales of proprietary software products

Revenue related to the sale of IT products is generally recognized when the products are shipped or if

applicable when delivered and installed in accordance with the terms of the sale Where we are the

re-marketer of certain IT products commission revenue is recognized when the products are

drop-shipped from the vendor to the customer Our commission revenue represents the sales price to

the customer less the cost paid to the vendor Some software license arrangements also include

implementation services and/or post-contract customer support In such multi-element software

arrangements if the criteria are met revenue is recognized based on the VSOE of the fair value of

each element If software license arrangement containing multiple elements does not qualify for

separate accounting for the implementation services then the software license revenue and the related

costs of third-party software products are generally recognized together with the software

implementation services using the percentage-of-completion method Revenue for software

post-contract support is recognized ratably over the term of the related agreement

Unbilled accounts receivable represent amounts recognized as revenue based on services

performed in advance of billings in accordance with contract terms Under our typical

time-and-materials billing arrangement we bill our customers on regularly scheduled basis such as

biweekly or monthly At the end of each accounting period we accrue revenue for services performed

since the last billing cycle These unbilled amounts are generally billed the following month Unbilled

accounts receivable also arise when percentage-of-completion accounting is used and costs plus

estimated contract earnings exceed billings Such amounts are billed at specific milestone dates or at

contract completion Management expects
all unbilled accounts receivable to be collected within one

year of the balance sheet date Billings in excess of revenue recognized are recorded as deferred

revenue and are primarily comprised of deferred software support revenue

GoodwillWe perform our annual impairment analysis of goodwill as of June 30 each year or

more often if there are indicators of impairment present We test each of our reporting units for

goodwill impairment Our reporting units are the same as our operating divisions and reporting

segments The goodwill impairment test requires two-step process The first step consists of

comparing the estimated fair value of each reporting unit with its carrying amount including goodwill

If the estimated fair value of reporting unit exceeds its carrying value then it is not considered

impaired and no further analysis is required If step one indicates that the estimated fair value of
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reporting unit is less than its carrying value then impairment potentially exists and the second step is

performed to measure the amount of goodwill impairment Goodwill impairment exists when the

estimated implied fair value of reporting units goodwill is less than its carrying value

We compared the carrying value of each of our five reporting units to its estimated fair value at

June 30 2010 We estimated the fair value of each of our reporting units based on weighting of both

the income approach and the market approach The discounted cash flows for each reporting unit that

served as the primary basis for the income approach were based on discrete financial forecasts

developed by management Cash flows beyond the discrete forecast period of five years were estimated

using the perpetuity growth method calculation The average annual revenue growth rates forecasted

for each reporting unit for the first five
years

of our projections ranged between 5% and 20% with an

overall weighted average of 7% We project operating profit margins to return to historical norms by

2012 in the individual reporting units as we expect the IT industry to recover over the next few years
and we expect to obtain margin benefits from number of internal initiatives The terminal value was

calculated assuming projected growth rates of 3% after five years which reflects our estimate of

minimum long-term growth in IT spending The income approach valuations also included reporting

unit cash flow discount rates which represented each reporting units estimated weighted average cost

of capital and ranged from 12% to 14% The market approach applied pricing multiples derived from

publicly-traded companies that are comparable to the respective reporting unit to determine its value

We utilized enterprise value/revenue multiples ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 and enterprise value/EBITDA

multiples ranging from 4.2 to 6.8 in order to value each of our reporting units under the market

approach Also the fair value under the market approach included control premium of 30% The

control premium was determined based on review of comparative market transactions

Publicly-available information regarding our market capitalization was also considered in assessing the

reasonableness of the cumulative fair values of our reporting units

As result of the first step of our goodwill impairment test as of June 30 2010 we estiniated that

the fair value for our International U.S ERP and IT Outsourcing reporting units exceeded their

carrying amounts by 79% 31% and 41% respectively thus no impairment was indicated We also

determined that the estimated fair values of our Custom Solutions and Federal reporting units were

less than their respective carrying amounts by 3% and 23% respectively indicating impairment may
exist for these divisions

Because indicators of impairment existed for our Custom Solutions and Federal reporting units we

performed the second step of the test to determine the implied fair value of goodwill for each

reporting unit The estimated implied fair value of goodwill was determined in consistent manner

utilized to estimate the amount of goodwill recognized in business combination As result we

calculated the estimated fair value of certain non-recorded assets including customer relationships and

trade name The implied fair value of goodwill was measured as the excess of the estimated fair value

of each reporting unit over the amounts assigned to its assets and liabilities The impairment loss for

each reporting unit was measured by the amount that the carrying value of goodwill exceeded the

implied fair value of the goodwill Based on this assessment we recorded an impairment charge of

$112.0 million $82.0 million for Custom Solutions and $30.0 million for Federal in 2010 which

represented 50% of the Custom Solutions and 40% of the Federal reporting units goodwill prior to the

impairment charge respectively

The impairment charge is primarily result of the impact that the depressed economic

environment had on overall equity values and its negative impact on our operations and forecasted cash

flows as well as the sustained decline in our market capitalization We have adjusted our forecasted

cash flows and the other assumptions used to calculate the estimated fair value of our reporting units

to account for our beliefs and expectations of the current macro-economic environment While we
believe our estimates are appropriate based on our view of current business trends as discussed further
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below no assurance can be provided that additional impairment charges will not be required in the

We currently have remaining goodwill balance of $338.9 million at December 31 2010 The

process of evaluating the potential impairment of goodwill is subjective and requires significant

judgment at many points during the analysis In estimating the fair value of the reporting units for the

purpose of our annual or periodic goodwill impairment analysis we make estimates and judgments

about the future cash flows of the reporting units including estimated growth rates and assumptions

about the economic environment Although our cash flow forecasts are based on assumptions that are

consistent with the plans and estimates we are using to manage the underlying reporting units there is

significant judgment in determining the cash flows attributable to these reporting units In addition we

make certain judgments about allocating shared assets such as cash and property and equipment to

the balance sheet for the reporting units We also consider our market capitalization adjusted for

unallocated monetary assets such as cash debt control premium and other factors determined by

management As result several factors could result in the impairment of material amount of our

goodwill balance in future periods including but not limited to

Further weakening of the global economy continued weakness in the IT services industry or

failure of CIBER to reach our internal forecasts could impact our ability to achieve our

forecasted levels of cash flows and reduce the estimated discounted cash flow value of our

reporting units

decline in our stock price and resulting market capitalization if we determine that the

decline is sustained and is indicative of reduction in the fair value of any of our reporting

units below their carrying values

Adverse changes in our market capitalization long-term forecasts and industry growth rates could

result in additional impairment charges being recorded in future periods for goodwill attributed to our

Custom Solutions Federal or other reporting units Any future impairment charges would adversely

affect our results of operations for those periods

Income taxesSignificant judgment is required in determining our worldwide income tax provision

As global company we calculate and provide for income taxes in each of the tax jurisdictions in

which we operate This involves estimating current tax exposures in each jurisdiction as well as making

judgments regarding the recoverability of deferred tax assets We calculate our current and deferred tax

provision based on estimates and assumptions that could differ from the actual results reflected in

income tax returns filed during the subsequent year Adjustments based on filed returns are generally

recorded in the period when the tax returns are filed We apply an estimated annual effective tax rate

to our quarterly operating results to determine the provision for income tax expense In the event there

is significant unusual or infrequent item recognized in our quarterly operating results the tax

attributable to that item is recorded in the interim period in which it occurs Changes in the geographic

mix or estimated level of annual income before taxes will affect our overall effective tax rate

We are regularly audited by various taxing authorities and sometimes these audits result in

proposed assessments where the ultimate resolution may result in us owing additional taxes plus

interest and possible penalties Tax exposures can involve complex issues and may require an extended

period to resolve We establish reserves when despite our belief that our tax return positions are

appropriate and supportable under local tax law we believe it is more likely than not that all or some

portion of tax benefit will not be realized as the result of an audit We evaluate these reserves each

quarter and adjust the reserves and the related interest in light of changing facts and circumstances

regarding the estimates of tax benefits to be realized such as the
progress

of tax audit or the

expiration of statute of limitations We believe the estimates and assumptions used to support our

evaluation of tax benefit realization are reasonable However final determinations of prior-year tax

liabilities either by settlement with tax authorities or expiration of statutes of limitations could be
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materially different from estimates reflected in assets and liabilities and historical income tax

provisions The outcome of these final determinations could have material effect on our income tax

provision net income or cash flows in the period in which that determination is made We believe our

tax positions comply with applicable tax law and that we have adequately provided for any known tax

contingencies

No taxes have been provided on undistributed foreign earnings that are planned to be indefinitely

reinvested If future events including material changes in estimates of cash working capital and

long-term investment requirements necessitate that these earnings be distributed an additional

provision for withholding taxes may apply which could materially affect our future effective tax rate

Allowance for doubtful accounts receivableWe maintain an allowance for doubtful accounts at an

amount we estimate to be sufficient to cover the risk of collecting less than full payment on our

receivables At December 31 2010 we had gross accounts receivable of $248.6 million and our

allowance for doubtful accounts was $9.4 million Our allowance for doubtful accounts is based upon

specific identification of probable losses We review our accounts receivable and reassess our estimates

of collectability each quarter Historically our bad debt expense has been very small percentage of

our total revenue as most of our revenues are from large credit-worthy Global 2000 blue-chip

companies and government agencies Since 2008 as global economic conditions worsened and we have

taken on certain riskier clients we have experienced higher number of client bankruptcies clients

with financial difficulties and clients refusing to pay for services Our bad debt expense was

$8.4 million $2.3 million and $7.0 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively In 2010 five clients

accounted for 82% of our total bad debt expense If our clients financial condition or liquidity were to

deteriorate resulting in an impairment of their ability to make payments or if customers were to

express dissatisfaction with the services we have provided additional allowances may be required Such

items are very difficult to predict and require significant management judgment

Accrued compensation and certain other accrued liabilitiesEmployee compensation costs are our

largest expense category We have several different variable compensation programs which are highly

dependent on estimates and judgments particularly at interim reporting dates Some programs are

discretionary while others have quantifiable performance metrics Certain programs are annual while

others are quarterly or monthly Often actual compensation amounts cannot be determined until after

our results are reported We believe we make reasonable estimates and judgments using all significant

information available In addition the process to estimate the fair value of share-based compensation

also involves various assumptions inputs and judgments We estimate the amounts required for

incurred but not reported health claims under our self-insured employee benefit programs Our accrual

for health costs is based on historical experience and specific claim activity and actual amounts may

vary In connection with an acquisition we have agreed to certain possible future contingent

consideration to be paid to the sellers based upon the financial performance of the acquired operations

during the 36-month period after the acquisition We are required to estimate the value of such

contingent consideration We estimate the contingent consideration liability based on probability-

weighted approach derived from managements own estimates of profitability and sales targets In the

ordinary course of business we are currently involved in various claims and legal proceedings We

periodically review the status of each significant matter and assess our potential financial exposure If

the potential loss from any claim or legal proceeding is considered probable and the amount can be

reasonably estimated we accrue liability for the estimated loss We use significant judgment in both

the determination of probability and the determination as to whether an exposure is reasonably

estimable Because of uncertainties related to these matters accruals are based only on the best

information at that time As additional information becomes available we reassess the potential liability

related to our pending claims and litigation and may revise our estimates Such revisions in the

estimates of potential liabilities could have material impact on our financial position and results of

operations We expense legal fees as incurred
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Other intangible assetsIn connection with our acquisitions we are required to recognize other

iiititle assets sepaate and apart from goodwill if such assets arise from contractual or other legal

rights or if such assets are separable from the acquired business Other intangible assets primarily

include among other things customer-related assets such as order backlog customer contracts and

customer relationships Determining fair value for such items requires high degree of judgment

assumptions and estimates We often use third parties to assist us with such valuations In addition

these intangible assets are amortized over our best estimate of their useful life

Item 7A Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk

We are exposed to market risks related to changes in foreign currency exchange rates and interest

rates We believe our exposure to other market risks is immaterial

During 2010 approximately 37.2% or $398 million of our total revenue was attributable to our

foreign operations Using sensitivity analysis hypothetical 10% increase or decrease in the value of

the U.S dollar against all currencies would change total revenue by 3.7% or $40 million portion of

this fluctuation would be offset by expenses incurred in local currency Additionally we have exposure

to changes in foreign currency rates related to short-term inter-company transactions with our foreign

subsidiaries and from client receivables in different currencies Foreign sales are mostly made by our

foreign subsidiaries in their respective countries and are typically denominated in the local currency of

each country Our foreign subsidiaries incur most of their expenses in their local currency as well

which helps minimize our risk of exchange rate fluctuations

Our exposure to changes in interest rates arises primarily because our indebtedness under our

Senior Credit Facility has variable interest rate At December 31 2010 our outstanding borrowings

under our Senior Credit Facility were $87.2 million We currently have an interest rate swap that

matures on March 31 2012 which converts $25.0 million of our borrowings under our Senior Credit

Facility from variable-rate instrument into 1.77% fixed-rate instrument plus the applicable margin

At December 31 2010 our weighted average interest rate on our outstanding borrowings under the

Senior Credit Facility including the interest swap was 4.17% Assuming $87.2 million of outstanding

borrowings of which $25.0 million is fixed-rate due to the interest rate swap 1% increase in interest

rates would result in approximately $0.6 million of additional interest expense
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

The Board of Directors and Shareholders of CIBER Inc

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of CIBER Inc and subsidiaries

the Company as of December 31 2010 and 2009 and the related consolidated statements of

operations shareholders equity and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended

December 31 2010 These financial statements are the responsibility of the Companys management

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting

Oversight Board United States Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain

reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement An

audit includes examining on test basis evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the

financial statements An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant

estimates made by management as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation We

believe that our audits provide reasonable basis for our opinion

In our opinion the financial statements referred to above present fairly in all material respects

the consolidated financial position of the Company at December 31 2010 and 2009 and the

consolidated results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years
in the period ended

December 31 2010 in conformity with U.S generally accepted accounting principles

We also have audited in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting

Oversight Board United States the Companys internal control over financial reporting as of

December 31 2010 based on criteria established in Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by

the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report dated

February 25 2011 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon

/5/ Ernst Young LLP

Denver Colorado

February 25 2011
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Consolidated Statements of Operations

In thousands except per share amounts

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

REVENUES
Consulting services $1025056 992779 $1133233
Other revenue 46287 44921 58334

Total revenues 1071343 1037700 1191567

OPERATING EXPENSES
Cost of consulting services 780355 750164 829806

Cost of other revenue 28368 28243 37281

Selling general and administrative 249341 225643 264268

Goodwill impairment 112000

Amortization of intangible assets 4429 5891 6274

Total operating expenses 1174493 1009941 1137629

OPERATING INCOME LOSS 103150 27759 53938

Interest income 617 994 1253

Interest expense 7044 6180 13854
Other income expense net 65 338 1444
INCOME LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAXES 109512 22911 39893

Income tax expense benefit 31822 7795 12080

CONSOLIDATED NET INCOME LOSS 77690 15116 27813

Net income loss attributable to noncontrolling interests 530 158 929

NET INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CIBER INC 77160 14958 26884

Earnings loss per share

Basic 1.11 0.22 0.45

Diluted 1.11 0.22 0.45

Weighted average shares outstanding

Basic 69626 67996 60092
Diluted 69626 68107 60389

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Consolidated Balance Sheets

In thousands except per share amounts

December 31

2010 2009

ASSETS

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 69329 67424

Accounts receivable net of allowances of $9413 and $3192 respectively 239214 213100

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 25396 22727

Deferred income taxes 11373 6627

Total current assets 345312 309878

Property and equipment net of accumulated depreciation of $60732 and $57958

respectively 26443 24830

Goodwill 338908 450739

Other intangible assets net 2357 5159

Other assets 9344 12650

TOTAL ASSETS $722364 $803256

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities

Current liabilities

Current portion of long-term debt $10473 10697

Accounts payable 49835 33981

Accrued compensation aiid related liabilities 72918 65747

Deferred revenue 21194 17634

Income taxes payable 9760 10402

Other accrued expenses and liabilities 48768 34563

Total current liabilities 212948 173024

Long-term debt 77879 87500

Deferred income taxes 6159 36486

Other long-term liabilities 5878
________

Total liabilities 302864 297010

Commitments and contingencies

Equity

CIBER Inc shareholders equity

Preferred stock $0.01 par value 1000 shares authorized no shares issued

Common stock $0.01 par value 100000 shares authorized 74487 shares issued 745 745

Treasury stock at cost 4.363 and 5.005 shares respectively 25003 30069
Additional paid-in capital 325177 322999

Retained earnings 118113 199668

Accumulated other comprehensive income 661 12193

Total CIBER Inc shareholders equity 419693 505536

Noncontrolling interests 193 710

Total equity 419500 506246

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $722364 $803256

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Consolidated Statements of Shareholders Equity

In thousands

BALANCES AT
JANUARY 2008

Consolidated net income

Gain on hedging activity net

of $54 Lix

Foreign currency translation

Debenture retirement

Buyout of noncontrolling

interests

Treasury shares issued under

employee share plans

Tax benefit from employee

share plans

Share-based compensation

Purchases of treasury stock

BALANCES AT
DECEMBER 31 2008 64705

Consolidated net income

Loss on hedging activity net

of $122 tax

Foreign currency translation

Sale of common stock net of

$194 of issuance costs 9000

Acquisition of noncontrolling

interests 782

Treasury shares issued under

employee share plans

Tax benefit deficiency from

employee share plans

Share-based compensation

Purchases of treasury stock

BALANCES AT
DECEMBER 31 2009 74487 745

Consolidated net loss

Loss on hedging activity net

of $52 tax

Foreign currency translation

Acquisition of noncontrolling

interest

Treasury shares issued under

employee share plans

Ta.x benefit from employee

share plans

Share-based compensation

Purchases of treasury stock

BALANCES AT

DECEMBER 31 2010

89

31655 283

647 4620 31889 296227 188428 983

14958

198
13374

23130

628 365

1018 6545 565 3576

53
3632 142

5005 30069 322999 199668 12193

77160

86
11446

1201

1216 7040 430 4226

20

82 470 3.789 169
656 2444

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements
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1450
215

8109

9t

Accumulated

Additional Other TotalCommon Stock 11easury Stock
Paid-in Retained Comprehensive Noncontrolling Shareholders

Shares Amount Shares Amount Capital Earnings Income Loss Interests Equity

64705 $647 3958 $29284 $294361 $162842 30583 $790 $459939

26884 929 27813

89

31938
1518 1518

-__ 542 542

757 5289 1255 4030

121 121

3267 43 3439

8109

894 453324

158 15116

198
23 13397

23220

271

2404

53
3763

4998

710 506.246

530 77690

86
16 11462

357 1558

2384

20

4090

2444

74487 $745 4363 $25003 $325177 $118113 661 $193 $419500

42

1445
273

4998
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

In thousands

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Consolidated net income loss 77690 15116 27813

Adjustments to reconcile consolidated net income loss to net cash

provided by operating activities

Goodwill impairment 112000

Depreciation 11673 11719 12519

Amortization of intangible assets 4429 5891 6274

Deferred income tax expense benefit 38876 1462 3120

Provision for doubtful receivables 8423 2260 6965

Share-based compensation expense 4090 3763 3439

Noncash interest from discount on convertible debentures 5303

Other net 4332 2329 216

Changes in operating assets and liabilities net of acquisitions

Accounts receivable 37282 24775 16527

Other current and long-term assets 1580 520 653
Accounts payable 16564 1967 1860

Accrued compensation and related liabilities 6561 1035 11641

Other current and long-term liabilities 18140 8441 3792
Income taxes payable/refundable 4337 7243 939

Net cash provided by operating activities 35121 81547 92171

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Acquisitions net of cash acquired 3580 4330 7790
Purchases of property and equipment net 13990 9059 14680
Other net 233

Net cash used in investing activities 17570 13389 22237

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Borrowings on long-term debt 385481 569619 619850

Payments on long-term debt 396618 639135 510829
Retirement of debentures 149495
Sale of common stock net of $194 of issuance costs 23220

Employee stock purchases and options exercised 2384 2404 4030

Purchases of treasury stock 2444 4998 8109
Excess tax benefits from share-based compensation 61 148

Settlement of cross-currency interest rate swaps 4280
Credit facility origination/amendment fees paid 685 3471 1243
Acquisition of noncontrolling interest 1558
Other net

_________
222

Net cash used in financing activities 13379 52583 49932

Effect of foreign exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 2267 3000 2870

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 1905 18575 17132

Cash and cash equivalents beginning of period 67424 48849 31717

Cash and cash equivalents end of period 69329 67424 48849

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Description of Business

CIBER is global information technology IT consulting services and outsourcing company
applying practical innovation through services and solutions that deliver tangible results for both

commercial and government clients We compete in large and growing marketplace offering services

that include application development and management enterprise resource planning ERP
implementation change management project management systems integration infrastructure

management and end-user computing as well as strategic business and technology consulting For more
than 35 years CIBER has been helping clients by understanding their goals recommending the right

solutions and delivering on our commitments We primarily serve Global 2000 blue-chip companies and

government agencies from our operations across 18 countries

Principles of Consolidation

The Consolidated Financial Statements include the accounts of CIBER Inc and all of its majority-

owned subsidiaries together CIBER the Company we our or us All material inter

company balances and transactions have been eliminated

The shares of our foreign subsidiaries that are owned by persons other than CIBER are referred

to as noncontrolling interests in these Consolidated Financial Statements The noncontrolling

shareholders proportionate share of the equity of these subsidiaries is reflected as noncontrolling

interests in the Consolidated Balance Sheets The noncontrolling shareholders proportionate share of

the net income or loss of these subsidiaries is reflected as net income loss attributable to

noncontrolling interests in the Consolidated Statements of Operations In accounting for the

acquisition of noncontrolling interest any consideration paid in excess of the book value of the

noncontrolling interest is recorded as reduction of CIBER shareholders equity In 2010 we

purchased certain noncontrolling interests in foreign subsidiaries for cash of approximately $1.6 million

In 2009 we issued 782584 shares of our common stock valued at approximately $2.4 million in

exchange for the noncontrolling interests in one of our foreign subsidiaries In 2008 we paid

$2.8 million to purchase certain noncontrolling interests in the same foreign subsidiary

Use of Estimates

The preparation of our Consolidated Financial Statements in conformity with U.S generally

accepted accounting principles GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions

that affect amounts reported in the Consolidated Financial Statements and accompanying disclosures

We base our estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that we believe are

reasonable under the circumstances Actual results could differ from those estimates

Revenue Recognition

CIBER earns revenue primarily from providing IT services to its clients and to much lesser

extent from the sale and resale of IT hardware and software products CIBERs consulting services

revenue conies from three primary sources technology integration services where we design build

and implement new or enhanced system applications and related processes general IT consulting

services such as system selection or assessment feasibility studies training and staffing and

outsourcing and managed IT services in which we manage staff maintain host or otherwise run

solutions and/or systems provided to our customers Contracts for these services have different terms
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements Continued

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Continued

based on the scope deliverables and complexity of the engagement which requires management to

make judgments and estimates in recognizing revenue Fees for these contracts may be in the form of

time-and-materials or fixed-price billings The majority of our consulting services revenue is recognized

under time-and-materials contracts as hours and costs are incurred Consulting services revenue also

includes project-related reimbursable expenses for travel and other out-of-pocket expenses separately

billed to clients

Revenue for technology integration consulting services where we design/redesign build and

implement new or enhanced systems applications and related
processes

for our clients is generally

recognized based on the percentage-of-completion method Under the percentage-of-completion

method management estimates the percentage of completion based upon the contract costs incurred to

date as percentage of the total estimated contract costs If the total cost estimate exceeds revenue we

accrue for the estimated loss immediately The use of the percentage-of-completion method requires

significant judgment relative to estimating total contract revenue and costs including assumptions as to

the length of time to complete the project the nature and complexity of the work to be performed and

anticipated changes in estimated costs Estimates of total contract costs are continuously monitored

during the term of the contract and recorded revenues and costs are subject to revision as the contract

progresses Such revisions may result in increases or decreases to revenue and income and are reflected

in the Consolidated Financial Statements in the periods in which they are first identified

Revenue for general IT consulting services is recognized as work is performed and amounts are

earned We consider amounts to be earned once evidence of an arrangement has been obtained

services are delivered fees are fixed or determinable and collectability is reasonably assured For

contracts with fees based on time-and-materials or cost-plus we recognize revenue over the period of

performance For fixed-price contracts depending on the specific contractual provisions and nature of

the deliverables revenue may be recognized on proportional performance model based on

level-of-effort as milestones are achieved or when final deliverables have been provided

Outsourcing and managed IT services arrangements typically span several years Revenue from

time-and-materials contracts is recognized as the services are performed Revenue from unit-priced

contracts is recognized as transactions are processed based on objective measures of output Revenue

from fixed-price contracts is recognized on straight-line basis unless revenues are earned and

obligations are fulfilled in different pattern Costs related to delivering outsourcing and managed
services are expensed as incurred with the exception of labor and other direct costs related to the

set-up of processes personnel and systems which are deferred during the transition period and

expensed evenly over the period services are provided Amounts billable to the client for transition or

set-up activities which do not have standalone value are also deferred and recognized as revenue

evenly over the period that the managed services are provided

We sometimes enter into arrangements excluding software license arrangements with customers

that purchase multiple services or combination of services and IT hardware products from us at the

same time referred to as multiple-element arrangements Each element within multiple-element

arrangement is accounted for as separate unit of accounting provided that the delivered services or

products have value to the customer on standalone basis We consider deliverable element to have

standalone value if the service or product is sold separately by us or another vendor or could be resold

by the customer For our multiple-element arrangements the arrangement consideration is allocated at

the inception of the arrangement to all deliverable elements on the basis of their relative selling price
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements Continued

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Continued

the relative selling price method When applying the relative selling price method the selling price

for each deliverable is determined using vendor-specific objective evidence VSOE of selling price if

it exists otherwise third-party evidence TPE of selling price is used If neither VSOE nor TPE of

selling price exists for deliverable then we use our best estimate of the selling price ESP for that

deliverable when applying the relative selling price method Since our services are typically customized

to each clients specific needs VSOE and TPE are generally not available We determine ESP for

purposes of allocating the arrangement by considering several external and internal factors including

but not limited to pricing practices margin objectives competition geographies in which we offer our

products and services and internal costs As the result of new accounting guidance we adopted the use

of ESP in 2010 and this change was not material to our financial results We limit the amount of

revenue recognized for delivered elements to an amount that is not contingent upon future delivery of

additional services or products

Other revenue primarily includes resale of third-party IT hardware and software products

commissions on sales of IT products and to lesser extent sales of proprietary software products

Revenue related to the sale of IT products is generally recognized when the products are shipped or if

applicable when delivered and installed in accordance with the terms of the sale Where we are the

re-marketer of certain IT products commission revenue is recognized when the products are

drop-shipped from the vendor to the customer Our commission revenue represents the sales price to

the customer less the cost paid to the vendor Some software license arrangements also include

implementation services and/or post-contract customer support In such multi-element software

arrangements if the criteria are met revenue is recognized based on the VSOE of the fair value of

each element If software license arrangement containing multiple elements does not qualify for

separate accounting for the implementation services then the software license revenue and the related

costs of third-party software products are generally recognized together with the software

implementation services using the percentage-of-completion method Revenue for software

post-contract support is recognized ratably over the term of the related agreement

Unbilled accounts receivable represent amounts recognized as revenue based on services

performed in advance of billings in accordance with contract terms Under our typical

time-and-materials billing arrangement we bill our customers on regularly scheduled basis such as

biweekly or monthly At the end of each accounting period we accrue revenue for services performed

since the last billing cycle These unhilled amounts are generally billed the following month Unhilled

accounts receivable also arise when percentage-of-completion accounting is used and costs plus

estimated contract earnings exceed billings Such amounts are billed at specific milestone dates or at

contract completion Management expects all unbilled accounts receivable to be collected within one

year of the balance sheet date Billings in excess of revenue recognized are recorded as deferred

revenue and are primarily comprised of deferred software support revenue

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents includes bank demand and time deposits money market funds and all

other highly liquid investments with maturities of three months or less when purchased Substantially all

of our cash balance at December 31 2010 and 2009 was held by our foreign subsidiaries
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements Continued

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Continued

Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Douhtfii.1 Accounts

We record accounts receivable at their face amount less an allowance for doubtful accounts On

regular basis we evaluate our client receivables especially receivables that are past due and we

establish an allowance for doubtful accounts based on specific client collection issues

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment which primarily consists of computer equipment and software furniture

and leasehold improvements is stated at cost Depreciation is computed using straight-line and

accelerated methods over the estimated useful lives ranging primarily from three to seven years or the

related lease term if shorter Direct costs of time and materials incurred for the development of

software for internal use are capitalized as property and equipment

Ii Long-Lived Assets excluding Goodwill

Long-lived assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or circumstances indicate that the

carrying amount of an asset may not be fully recoverable An impairment loss is recognized only if the

carrying amount of long-lived asset is not recoverable from its undiscounted cash flows and is

measured as the difference between the carrying amount and fair value of the asset

Income Taxes

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to

differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their

respective tax bases and for operating loss carryforwards Deferred tax amounts are based on enacted

tax rates expected to be in effect during the year in which the differences reverse The effect on

deferred tax assets and liabilities due to change in tax rates is recognized in income tax expense in

the period that includes the enactment date Deferred tax assets and liabilities are classified as current

and non-current amounts based on the financial statement classification of the related asset and

liability valuation allowance is provided when it is more likely than not that deferred tax asset will

not be realized We use two-step approach to recognize and measure uncertain tax positions taken or

expected to be taken in an income tax return We first determine if the weight of available evidence

indicates that it is more likely than not that the tax position will be sustained on audit including

resolution of any related appeals or litigation processes The second step involves measuring the tax

benefit as the largest amount that is more than 50% likely to be realized upon ultimate settlement

The provision for income taxes represents the estimated amounts for federal state and foreign

taxes The determination of the provision for income tax expense deferred tax assets and liabilities and

related valuation allowance requires us to assess uncertainties make judgments regarding possible

outcomes and utilize estimates As global company we are required to calculate and provide for

income taxes in each of the tax jurisdictions where we operate Our global operations are subject to

complex tax regulations in numerous taxing jurisdictions resulting at times in tax audits disputes and

potential litigation the outcome of which is uncertain We must make judgments currently about such

uncertainties and determine estimates of our tax assets and liabilities To the extent the final outcome

differs future adjustments to our tax assets and liabilities will be necessary As result our effective

tax rate may vary significantly from period to period In addition changes in the geographic mix and/or

estimated levels of pre-tax income affect the overall effective tax rate Interim-period tax expense is
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements Continued

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Continued

recorded based upon our best estimate of the effective tax rate expected to be applicable for the full

fiscal year Interest expense on tax liabilities is included in interest expense while any tax penalties are

included in income tax expense

Foreign Currency

The assets and liabilities of our foreign operations are translated into U.S dollars at current

exchange rates and revenues and expenses are translated at average exchange rates for the period The

resulting translation adjustments are included in accumulated other comprehensive income on the

Consolidated Balance Sheets Gains and losses arising from inter-company international transactions

that are of long-term investment nature are reported in the same manner as translation adjustments

All foreign currency transaction gains and losses including foreign currency gains and losses on

short-term inter-company loans and advances are included in other income expense net in the

Consolidated Statements of Operations as incurred

Share-Based Compensation

We record share-based compensation expense for awards of equity instruments to employees based

on the estimated grant-date fair value of these awards over the period the employees are required to

provide services to earn the awards Share-based compensation cost is recognized as appropriate in

either cost of consulting services or in selling general and administrative expense in the

Consolidated Statements of Operations

Other Income Expense Net

Other income expense net consisted of the following

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Foreign exchange gains losses net 37 $296 $2459
Gain on retirement of convertible debentures 1264
Other 102 42 249

Other income expense net $65 $338 $1444

in Business and Credit Concentrations

Financial instruments that are potentially subject to concentrations of credit risk are cash and cash

equivalents and accounts receivable Our cash and cash equivalents are in high-credit quality short-term

investments and held by financial institutions Accounts receivable are reviewed on periodic basis and

an allowance for bad debts is recorded where such amounts are determined to be uncollectible We do

not require collateral from our customers Our revenue and accounts receivable are principally

concentrated with large companies across several industries and governmental entities located

throughout the United States and Europe
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CIBER Inc and Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements Continued

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies Continued

Contingencies

We are routinely involved in legal proceedings audits claims and litigation arising in the ordinary

course of business Although the outcome of such matters is not predictable with assurance we do not

expect that the ultimate outcome of any of these matters individually or in the aggregate will have

material adverse effect on our financial condition However depending on the amount and timing an

unfavorable outcome of any such matters could possibly materially affect our future results of

operations or cash flow in any particular period

Acquisitions

We have acquired certain businesses as set forth below that we have accounted for using the

purchase method of accounting for business combinations and accordingly the accompanying

Consolidated Financial Statements include the results of operations of each acquired business since the

date of acquisition

Acquisitions2010

In June 2010 our International division acquired the assets of Denmark-based SAP consulting

company Segmenta A/S Segmenta The acquisition was completed to strengthen our European

presence and expand our Danish operations We paid $3.5 million in cash at closing and we may make

future cash payment contingent consideration at the end of the 36-month period ending on May 31
2013 The contingent consideration payment is based upon multiple of the average annual earnings

before interest and taxes achieved for the Segmenta business over the specified 36-month period There

is no limit to the amount that may be paid out As part of our purchase price allocation we recorded

an initial liability of $4.2 million for the present value of the estimated contingent consideration In

allocating the purchase price based on estimated fair values we recorded goodwill and other intangible

assets of $7.1 million and $1.6 million respectively and recorded net liabilities of $1.0 million We
estimate the contingent consideration liability based on probability-weighted approach derived from

managements own estimates of profitability and sales targets Changes in the estimated liability

subsequent to the acquisition date fair value including interest charges are recognized in earnings in

the period in which the change occurs If our earnings forecast increases or decreases by 20% the

estimate of undiscounted future consideration would range from $6.0 million to $9.0 million At

December 31 2010 the present value of the estimated contingent consideration liability was

$5.1 million

Acquisitions2009

In January 2009 we acquired iteamic Private Ltd Iteamic of Bangalore India Iteamic

specialized in application development of offshore projects primarily with companies in North

America and became
part of our Custom Solutions division The acquisition added leadership and

delivery skills depth to our India Global Solutions Center The purchase price was $4.7 million and was

allocated as follows $0.8 million to net tangible assets acquired and $3.9 million to gOodwill

Acquisitions2008

On April 15 2008 our International division acquired Norwegian SAP consultancy for total

purchase price of $6.5 million We paid cash of $4.8 million during 2008 and approximately $1.7 million
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is expected to be paid in the future In connection with the acquisition we recorded goodwill of

$5.5 million and acquired other net assets of $1.0 million

Earnings Loss Per Share

Our computation of earnings loss per sharebasic and diluted is as follows

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands except

per share amounts

Numerator

Net income loss attributable to CIBER Inc $77160 $14958 $26884

Denominator

Basic weighted average shares outstanding 69626 67996 60092
Dilutive effect of employee stock plans 111 297

Diluted weighted average shares outstanding 69626 68107 60389

Earnings loss per share

Basic 1.11 0.22 0.45

Diluted 1.11 0.22 0.45

Dilutive securities are excluded from the diluted weighted average shares outstanding computation

in periods in which they have an anti-dilutive effect such as when we report net loss or when stock

options have an exercise price that is greater than the average market price of CIBER common stock

during the period The approximate average number of anti-dilutive securities omitted from the

computation of diluted weighted average shares outstanding was 8957000 9149000 and 6256000 for

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Executive Charges

On August 2010 we entered into an Executive Transition Agreement with our former President

Chief Executive Officer in connection with his separation from CIBER as its president and chief

executive officer and his resignation as director in April 2010 Under this agreement our former

President/Chief Executive Officer remained non-officer employee of CIBER through the end of 2010

to assist with certain management transition matters and continued to receive his base salary during

this period We have also agreed to make cash payments to him in 20111 of $5.4 million accelerate

vesting on certain stock options and restricted stock units and provide certain insurance and other

miscellaneous benefits Also in connection with the agreement CIBER terminated his previous

retirement plan agreement for which we had already accrued liability of $1.9 million As result in

the second quarter of 2010 we recorded one-time pre-tax separation charge of $4.4 million of which

$0.5 million was non-cash stock compensation During 2010 we paid out $0.3 million related to these

accrued charges leaving an accrued liability balance of $5.5 million at December 31 2010 which is

included in other accrued expenses and liabilities on the Consolidated Balance Sheets

In connection with the change in our non-executive Chairman of our Board of Directors in April

2010 we also accrued $0.6 million during the second quarter of 2010 for our current estimated value
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of benefits to be provided to our Founder and former non-executive Chairman of the Board The

related accrued liability balance at December 31 2010 was $0.4 million

Accounts Receivable

Accounts receivable consists of the following

December 31

2010 2009

In thousands

Billed accounts receivable $175373 $159895

Unbilledscheduled billings 41725 40578
Costs and estimated earnings in excess of billings 31529 15819

248627 216292

Less allowance for doubtful accounts 9413 3192

Accounts receivable net $239214 $213100

The activity in the allowance for doubtful accounts consists of the following

Additions
Effect of

Balance at Charge to
Deductions

foreign Balance

beginning cost and exchange at end of

of period expense Write-offs rate changes period

In thousands

Year ended December 31 2008 $2058 6965 4337 275 $4411

Year ended December 31 2009 $4411 2260 3528 49 $3192
Year ended December 31 2010 $3192 8423 2129 73 $9413

Property and Equipment

Property and equipment consist of the following

December 31

2010 2009

In thousands

Computer equipment and software $66498 $63447

Furniture and fixtures 10464 9922
Leasehold improvements buildings and other 10213 9419

87175 82788
Less accumulated depreciation 60732 57958

Property and equipment net $26443 $24830
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We perform our annual impairment analysis of goodwill as of June 30 each year or more often if

there are indicators of impairment present We test each of our reporting units for goodwill

impairment Our reporting units are the same as our operating divisions and reporting segments The

goodwill impairment test requires two-step process The first step consists of comparing the estimated

fair value of each reporting unit with its carrying amount including goodwill If the estimated fair value

of reporting unit exceeds its carrying value then it is not considered impaired and no further analysis

is required If step one indicates that the estimated fair value of reporting unit is less than its carrying

value then impairment potentially exists and the second step is performed to measure the amount of

goodwill impairment Goodwill impairment exists when the estimated implied fair value of reporting

units goodwill is less than its carrying value

We compared the carrying value of each of our five reporting units to its estimated fair value at

June 30 2010 We estimated the fair value of each of our reporting units based on weighting of both

the income approach and the market approach The discounted cash flows for each reporting unit that

served as the primary basis for the income approach were based on discrete financial forecasts

developed by management Cash flows beyond the discrete forecast period of five years were estimated

using the perpetuity growth method calculation The average annual revenue growth rates forecasted

for each reporting unit for the first five
years

of our projections ranged between 5% and 20% with an

overall weighted average
of 7% We project operating profit margins to return to historical norms by

2012 in the individual reporting units as we expect the IT industry to recover over the next few years

and we expect to obtain margin benefits from number of internal initiatives The terminal value was

calculated assuming projected growth rates of 3% after five years which reflects our estimate of

minimum long-term growth in IT spending The income approach valuations also included reporting

unit cash flow discount rates which represented each reporting units estimated weighted average cost

of capital and ranged from 12% to 14% The market approach applied pricing multiples derived from

publicly-traded companies that are comparable to the respective reporting unit to determine its value

We utilized enterprise value/revenue multiples ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 and enterprise value/EBITDA

multiples ranging from 4.2 to 6.8 in order to value each of our reporting units under the market

approach Also the fair value under the market approach included control premium of 30% The

control premium was determined based on review of comparative market transactions Publicly-

available information regarding our market capitalization was also considered in assessing the

reasonableness of the cumulative fair values of our reporting units

As result of the first step of our goodwill impairment test as of June 30 2010 we estimated that

the fair value for our International U.S ERP and IT Outsourcing reporting units exceeded their

carrying amounts by 79% 31% and 41% respectively thus no impairment was indicated We also

determined that the estimated fair values of our Custom Solutions and Federal reporting units were

less than their respective carrying amounts by 3% and 23% respectively indicating impairment may

exist for these divisions

Because indicators of impairment existed for our Custom Solutions and Federal reporting units we

performed the second step of the test to determine the implied
fair value of goodwill for each

reporting unit The estimated implied fair value of goodwill was determined in consistent manner

utilized to estimate the amount of goodwill recognized in business combination As result we

calculated the estimated fair value of certain non-recorded assets including customer relationships and

trade name The implied fair value of goodwill was measured as the excess of the estimated fair value

of each reporting
unit over the amounts assigned to its assets and liabilities The impairment loss for
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each reporting unit was measured by the amount that the carrying value of goodwill exceeded the

implied fair value of the goodwill Based on this assessment we recorded an impairment charge of

$112.0 million $82.0 million for Custom Solutions and $30.0 million for Federal in 2010 which

represented 50% of the Custom Solutions and and 40% of the Federal reporting units goodwill prior

to the impairment charge respectively

The impairment charge is primarily result of the impact that the depressed economic

environment had on overall equity values and its negative impact on our operations and forecasted cash

flows as well as the sustained decline in our market capitalization We have adjusted our forecasted

cash flows and the other assumptions used to calculate the estimated fair value of our reporting units

to account for our beliefs and expectations of the current macro-economic environment While we

believe our estimates are appropriate based on our view of current business trends no assurance can

be provided that additional impairment charges will not be required in the future

The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill are as follows

Custom

International Solutions U.S ERP Federal IT Outsourcing Total

In thousands

Balance at January 2009 $132913 $160293 $54339 74264 $17338 439147

Acquisitions 64 3922 3986

Adjustments on prior

acquisitions 1289 1289
Effect of foreign exchange rate

changes 8895 8895

Balance at December 31 2009 140583 164215 54339 74264 17338 450739

Goodwill impairment 82000 30000 112000

Acquisition 7144 7144

Adjustments on prior

acquisition 372 372

Effect of foreign exchange rate

changes 7347 _______
7347

Balance at December 31 2010 $140752 82215 $54339 44264 $17338 338908

We are engaged in legal proceedings in Germany with certain former minority shareholders of

Novasoft AG now known as CIBER AG which we acquired controlling interest in during 2004 In

August 2006 we completed buy-out of the remaining minority shareholders of Novasoft however

certain of those former minority shareholders challenged the adequacy of the buy-out consideration in

German court The court appointed independent experts to evaluate the consideration and claims of

the minority shareholders At this time the Company is unable to predict the outcome of these

proceedings although if the court awards additional consideration such consideration will increase the

goodwill associated with the acquisition
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Other intangible assets are amortized over periods of up to seven years and arise from business

combinations Other intangible assets are comprised of the following

Accumulated Intangible

Cost Amortization Assets Net

in thousands

December 31 2010

Customer relationships $23916 $21559 $2357

December 31 2009

Customer relationships $37542 $32383 $5159

At December 31 2010 our customer relationships have weighted average remaining life of

1.3 years Amortization expense for future periods as estimated at December 31 2010 consists of the

following

Estimated

Amortization

Expense

In thousands

Year ended December 31 2011 $1688

Year ended December 31 2012 669

Operating Leases

We have non-cancelable operating leases primarily for our office space automobiles and office

equipment Expense for operating leases totaled approximately $28.1 million $25.7 million and

$25.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Future minimum operating lease payments as of December 31 2010 are

Rental Payments

In thousands

2011 $26755

2012 21105

2013 14750

2014 8499

2015 5043

Thereafter 12049

$88201

Borrowings

Senior Credit FacilityCIBER has senior credit agreement with several financial institutions as

lenders and Bank of America N.A as administrative agent the Senior Credit Facility that matures

on August 20 2012 The credit available under the Senior Credit Facility may be used for the working

capital needs and general corporate purposes of the Company The Senior Credit Facility provides for

an $85 million revolving line of credit and term loan The term loan balance at December 31 2010
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was $37.5 million The term loan requires quarterly principal reductions of $2.5 million and therefore

$10 million of our total obligation is classified as current liability CIBERs remaining obligation

under the Senior Credit Facility is classified as long-term debt on our Consolidated Balance Sheets

The Senior Credit Facility was subsequently amended on February 18 2011 to modify certain financial

covenants effective as of December 31 2010 as well as modify other provisions

The Senior Credit Facility is subject to mandatory prepayments and commitment reductions in

amounts equal to the net cash proceeds of any asset disposition event of loss extraordinary receipts

issuance or incurrence of indebtedness and issuance of equity subject in each case as appropriate to

thresholds and other exceptions and definitions as specified in the credit agreement CIBERs

obligations under the Senior Credit Facility are secured by all of CIBERs present and future domestic

tangible and intangible assets as well as pledge of 66% of the capital stock of CIBERs direct foreign

subsidiaries

Subject to applicable conditions we may elect interest rates on our Senior Credit Facility

borrowings calculated by reference to either the Bank of America prime lending rate Prime plus

margin that ranges from 1.75% to 2.50% or London Interbank Offered Rate LIBOR for one

three or six month maturities plus margin that ranges from 2.75% to 3.50% The applicable margins

on our Prime loans and LIBOR loans are determined by reference to our current consolidated total

leverage ratio We are also required to pay commitment fee of 0.50% per annum on the unused

portion of the Senior Credit Facility The Senior Credit Facility and the related loan documents provide

for the payment of other specified recurring fees and expenses including administrative agent fees

letter of credit and other fees We currently have an interest rate swap that matures on March 31 2012

which converts $25.0 million of our borrowings under our Senior Credit Facility from variable-rate

instrument into 1.77% fixed-rate instrument plus the applicable margin At December 31 2010 our

weighted average interest rate on our outstanding borrowings under the Senior Credit Facility

including the interest swap was 4.17%

The terms of the Senior Credit Facility as amended include among other provisions specific

limitations on the incurrence of additional indebtedness and liens stock repurchases investments

guarantees mergers dispositions and acquisitions and prohibition on the payment of any dividends

The Senior Credit Facility also contains certain financial covenants including maximum

consolidated total leverage ratio minimum consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio minimum

EBITDA and an asset coverage test

Total upfront and arrangement fees and related expenses for completing the Senior Credit Facility

in 2009 as well as any subsequent amendment fees are typically amortized to interest expense over the

remaining term of the credit agreement

At December 31 2010 we had outstanding borrowings of $87.2 million under the Senior Credit

Facility We are required to be in compliance with the financial covenants at the end of each calendar

quarter and we were in compliance with these financial covenants as of December 31 2010
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Long-Term DebtLong-term debt consisted of the following

December 31

2010 2009

In thousands

Senior Credit Facility $87249 $97500

Capital lease obligations 1012
Other 91 697

Total bank debt 88352 98197
Less current portion 10473 10697

Long-term bank debt $77879 $87500

MaturitiesMaturities of long-term bank debt were determined to be as follows

Amount Maturing

In thousands

2011 $10473

2012 77788

2013 87

2014

$88352

10 Financial Instruments

We recognize all derivative instruments as either assets or liabilities on our Consolidated Balance

Sheets at fair value The accounting for changes in the fair value i.e gains or losses of derivative

instrument depends on whether it has been designated and qualifies as part of hedging relationship

and further on the type of hedging relationship All hedging instruments must be designated based on

the exposure being hedged as fair value hedge cash flow hedge or hedge of net investment in

foreign operation

CIBER is exposed to certain risks related to its ongoing business operations From time to time

CIBER may choose to use derivative instruments to manage certain risks related to foreign currency

exchange rates and interest rates

For derivative instruments that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedge the gain or loss on

the effective hedge portion of the derivative instrument is reported as component of accumulated

other comprehensive income loss on the Consolidated Balance Sheets and is reclassified into

earnings in the same period during which the hedged transaction affects earnings The gain or loss is

classified in the same statement of operations line item as the associated item being hedged

We have entered into an interest rate swap with financial institution for which we have elected

hedge accounting and have designated it as cash flow hedge This interest rate swap helps us manage
our interest rate risk under or Senior Credit Facility by converting portion of our floating-rate debt

to fixed-rate basis thus reducing the impact of interest rate changes on future interest expense This

agreement involves the receipt of floating-rate amounts in exchange for fixed-rate payments over the
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life of the agreement without any exchange of underlying principal amounts Interest is net settled

monthly with the financial institution counterparty The interest rate swap which matures on March 31

2012 converts $25.0 million of our borrowings under our Senior Credit Facility from variable-rate

instrument into fixed-rate instrument at 1.77% plus our current credit margin of 3.25% at

December 31 2010 for total rate of 5.02% At December 31 2010 the estimated unrealized loss on

our interest rate swap net of taxes of $174000 reflected in accumulated other comprehensive

income was approximately $284000 The liability for the unrealized loss on the swap of $458000 is

presented with other accrued expenses and liabilities on the Consolidated Balance Sheets and is

expected to be recognized in earnings over the remaining term of the swap

From time to time CIBER will also enter into foreign currency
forward contracts related to

customer agreements or intercompany transactions denominated in foreign currency or related to

certain forecasted foreign operating results We generally have not elected hedge accounting for these

derivatives At December 31 2010 and 2009 we did not have any material outstanding foreign currency

forward contracts

11 Income Taxes

Income tax expense benefit consists of the following

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Current

Federal 1521 436 1520

State and local 450 380 1016

Foreign 5083 6389 6424

7054 6333 8960

Deferred

Federal 31201 2169 2055

State and local 6748 475 763

Foreign 927 1182 302

38876 1462 3120

Income tax expense benefit $31822 7795 $12080

U.S and foreign income loss before income taxes are as follows

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

United States $130699 3790 $13247

Foreign 21187 19121 26646

Income loss before income taxes $109512 $22911 $39893
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Income tax expense benefit differs from the amounts computed by applying the statutory U.S

Federal income tax rate to income loss before income taxes as result of the following

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Income tax expense benefit at the federal statutory

rate of 35% $38329 8019 $13963

Increase decrease resulting from

State income taxes net of federal income tax

benefit 4094 556 1132
Non-deductible other costs 1410 1232 1282
Goodwill impairment 12250

Federal research credit 1083 1586
Impact of foreign taxes 2267 1485 2275
Other 792 556 436

Income tax expense benefit $31822 $7795 $12080
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The components of the net deferred tax asset or liability are as follows

December 31

2010 2009

In thousands

Deferred tax assets

Accounts receivable 3170 604

Accrued expenses 8547 6069

Federal tax credit carryforwards 6707 8597

U.S net operating loss NOL carryforwards 8362 1346

Foreign NOL carryforwards 9114 7753

Other 2059 2195

Total
gross

deferred tax assets 37959 26564

Less valuation allowance for foreign NOL carryforwards 7721 7753

Deferred tax assets net 30238 18811

Deferred tax liabilities

Intangible assets 23215 47828
Other 2966 1157

Total gross
deferred tax liabilities 26181 48985

Net deferred tax asset liability 4057 $30174

Balance sheet classification of deferred taxes

Deferred tax assetcurrent $11373 6627

Deferred tax liabilitycurrent 1157 315
Deferred tax liabilitylong-term 6159 36486

Net deferred tax asset liability 4057 $30174

We are required to assess the realizability of deferred tax assets taking into consideration our

forecast of future taxable income the reversal of other existing temporary differences available net

operating loss carryforwards and available tax planning strategies that could be implemented to realize

the deferred tax assets Based on this assessment we must evaluate the need for and amount of

valuation allowances against deferred tax assets To the extent facts and circumstances change in the

future adjustments to the valuation allowances will be required Based on our evaluation of current

and anticipated future taxable income we believe sufficient taxable income will be generated to realize

the net deferred tax assets

At December 31 2010 we have approximately $22 million of NOL carryforwards for U.S tax

purposes Of this total $3 million of U.S NOL carryforwards are subject to annual usage limitations

under U.S tax rules however they do not begin to expire until 2022 The remaining U.S NOLs do

not begin to expire until 2030 Our Federal tax credit carryforwards are subject to annual usage limits

hut do not begin to expire until 2025 There is no valuation allowance for our U.S NOL and Federal

tax credit carryforwards as we expect to fully utilize them At December 31 2010 we also have

approximately $35 million of foreign NOL carryforwards We have recorded valuation allowance for

approximately 85% of the foreign NOL carryforwards as we do not believe it is more likely than not
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that we will utilize them Less than 30% of the foreign NOL carryforwards may expire The net change

in the total valuation allowance for deferred tax assets was decrease of $32000 in 2010 and an

increase of $1.8 million in 2009

We do not provide for U.S income taxes on the undistributed earnings of our foreign subsidiaries

as we consider these to be permanently reinvested in the operations of such subsidiaries At

December 31 2010 these undistributed earnings totaled approximately $205 million If some of these

earnings were distributed some countries may impose withholding taxes In addition as foreign taxes

have previously been paid on these earnings we would expect to be entitled to U.S foreign tax credit

that would reduce the U.S taxes owed on such distribution As such it is not practicable to determine

the net amount of the related unrecognized U.S deferred tax liability

portion of the operations of our India subsidiary are not subject to taxes under tax holiday

that expires in 2011 The income tax benefit attributable to this tax holiday was approximately

$1.1 million $0.5 million and $0.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

We account for uncertain tax positions by recognizing the financial statement effects of tax

position only when based upon the technical merits it is more-likely-than-not that the tax position

will he sustained upon examination The changes in the balance of our unrecognized tax benefits were

as follows

Unrecognized
Tax Benefits

In thousands

Balance at January 2009 $4419
Increases related to current year tax positions 676

Lapse of statute of limitations 210

Balance at December 31 2009 4885

Increases related to current year tax positions 2567

Lapse of statute of limitations 44
Balance at December 31 2010 $7408

Our unrecognized tax benefits totaled $7.4 million at December 31 2010 If recognized these

benefits would affect our effective tax rate It is reasonably possible that the total of unrecognized tax

benefits couk4 4lecrease by as much as $3 million as result of settlement with the tax authorities or

expiration of the statute of limitations within the next 12 months Any settlement amount is likely to

differ from the amount of the related unrecognized tax benefit as previously estimated and such

difference would affect our effective tax rate

We file U.S Federal income tax return and tax returns in nearly all U.S states as well as in

numerous foreign jurisdictions We are routinely subject to examination by various domestic and foreign

tax authorities The outcome of tax audits is always uncertain and could result in cash tax payments

that could be material Additionally tax audits may take long periods of time to ultimately resolve We
do not believe the outcome of any tax audits at December 31 2010 will have material adverse effect

on our consolidated financial position or results of operations Our U.S Federal income tax returns

dating back to 2007 are open to possible examination We currently have tax audit in process in the

Netherlands related to the years since 2004 Our most significant foreign operations and the most
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recent year
for which they are no longer subject to tax examination are as follows Germany2007

India2003 Netherlands2004 Norway2000 and the UK2008

12 Fair Value Measurements

The Company is required to disclose the fair value of all assets and liabilities subject to fair value

measurement and the nature of the valuation techniques including their classification within the fair

value hierarchy utilized by the Company in performing these measurements

The FASB provides fair value framework which requires the categorization of assets and

liabilities into three levels based upon the assumptions or inputs used to price the assets or liabilities

which are as follows

Level Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or

liabilities

Level Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for similar assets or liabilities

or unadjusted quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in

markets that are not active or inputs other than quoted prices that are

observable for the asset or liability

Level Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability that reflect the reporting

entitys own assumptions

The Companys financial assets and liabilities subject to fair value measurements and the necessary

disclosures are as follows

Fair Value Measurements

as of December 31 2010
Fair Value as of

Using Fair Value HierarchyDecember 31
Description 2010 Level Level Level

In thousands

Interest rate swap liability 458 $458

Acquisition-contingent consideration liability $5062 $5062

The fair values of these financial liabilities are recorded in other long-term liabilities on the

Consolidated Balance Sheets

The carrying values of our cash and cash equivalents accounts receivable and accounts payable

approximate their fair values due to their short-term nature The fair value of derivative instruments

such as interest rate swaps is determined utilizing market-based information such as LIBOR-based yield

curves Our interest rate swap matures on March 31 2012 and converts $25.0 million of our

borrowings under our Senior Credit Facility from variable-rate instrument into 1.77% fixed-rate

instrument plus the applicable margin The book values of the borrowings under our Senior Credit

Facility and our other bank debt approximate their fair values due to their interest rates approximating

current market rates

The estimated fair value of the acquisition-related contingent consideration was based on

probability-weighted ap8ach cferfrn managements own estimates of profitability and sales

targets as well as the discount rate of 15% used to determine the present value of the liability There
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has been no change to managements estimates of profitability and sales targets between the acquisition

date and December 31 2010 and the value of the liability changed by $0.9 million related to

$0.5 million of interest charges and $0.4 million of foreign-exchange adjustments which have been

recorded as component of other comprehensive income

The fair value of our reporting units utilized in our annual goodwill impairment assessment which

utilizes unobservable inputs that reflect managements own assumptions is discussed in Note

13 401k Savings Plan

Almost all of our U.S employees are eligibLe to participate in our 401k savings plan We match

portion of the employees contribution Beginning in 2009 the Companys match was reduced to

maximum of one and one-half percent of an employees compensation with limit of $1500 per

calendar year from maximum of three percent of an employees contribution with $3000 limit per

calendar year in 2008 Vesting in CIBERs matching contribution occurs over six years Forfeitures

reduce our matching contributions We record forfeitures when participants employment ends We

recorded expense of $1.5 million $1.4 million and $4.8 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

related to this plan

14 Shareholders Equity

Share-Based CompensationOn April 27 2004 our shareholders approved the adoption of the

CIBER Inc 2004 Incentive Plan the 2004 Plan To date 10000000 shares of CIBER Inc common

stock have been authorized for issuance under the 2004 Plan The plan administrators may grant

restricted stock stock options performance units or any combination thereof to officers employees

and consultants The Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors determines the number

nature and vesting of such awards As of December 31 2010 there are approximately 3023000 shares

available for future grants under the 2004 Plan

The 2004 Plan also implements formula award plan for non-employee directors Under the

formula plan and effective until December 31 2009 each non-employee director received

non-statutory option to purchase 20000 shares of common stock upon election to the Board of

Directors and an option to purchase 5000 shares of common stock on each anniversary of election to

the Board of Directors On February 23 2010 one-time grant of $50000 in Company common stock

was granted to non-employee directors as of that date Such common stock grant vested quarterly

beginning on the date of the grant and continuing for the next three calendar quarters at 90 day

intervals Prior to October 2009 non-employee directors received shares of CIBER common stock as

compensation for attending Board Annual and committee meetings as well as for serving as

committee chairpersons Subsequent to October 2009 non-employee directors instead receive cash

payments for above-mentioned purposes Compensation expense for grants of common stock to

non-employee directors was $300000 $131000 and $153000 for the years ended December 31 2010

2009 and 2008 respectively and is included in our total recorded share-based compensation costs

In July 2010 CIBER made an inducement grant of 1400000 CIBER stock options to our new

president and chief executive officer with an exercise price equal to the market value of our common

stock on the date of issuance These options were granted outside of the 2004 Plan These options are

subject to graded vesting over four years and expire after seven years
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The table below summarizes the amounts recorded in the Consolidated Statements of Operations

for share-based compensation

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Total share-based compensation costs included in

consolidated net income loss $4090 $3763 $3439

Estimated income tax benefit related to share-based

compensation included in consolidated net income

loss 889 829 833

Options granted under the 2004 Plan generally have an exercise price that is at least equal to the

market value of our common stock on the date of issuance Options currently being granted under the

2004 Plan are subject to cliff or graded vesting or performance-based conditions in combination with

graded vesting Graded vesting generally ranges from one to four years as determined at the date of

grant by the Board of Directors with the exception of some options granted to employees of our

International division which may be fully vested on the grant date Additionally options granted under

the 2004 Plan have contractual terms ranging from four to 10 years but all 2004 Plan options must

expire no later than 10 years from the grant date Options granted during 2010 and 2009 under the

2004 Plan had contractual terms of five years

The fair value of each option award is estimated on the date of grant using the Black-Scholes

option pricing method Compensation costs related to options with graded vesting are recognized on

straight-line basis over the vesting period The expected life for options with contractual life of

10 years is derived from historical data pertaining to option exercises and employee terminations The

expected life for options with contractual life of less than 10 years
is derived using the SECs

simplified method as we did not have sufficient historical data pertaining to options with contractual

lives of less than 10 years upon which to base an expected term assumption Expected volatilities are

based on historical volatility of our common stock The risk-free interest rate is derived from the U.S

Treasuiy yields in effect at the time of grant and the dividend yield is based on historical experience

and expected future changes

summary of the weighted average assumptions used to value options granted and the grant date

fair value follows

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

Expected life in years 4.2 3.4 3.4

Risk-free interest rate 1.59% 1.72% 2.25%

Expected volatility 63% 54% 41%

Dividend yield 0% 0% 0%

Fair value $1.47 $1.37 $1.81
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summary of stock option activity for 2010 is presented below

Weighted

Average

Weighted Remaining
Number Average Contractual Aggregate

of Exercise Term Intrinsic

Options Price In Years Value

In thousands except per share amounts or

as otherwise disclosed

9540 $6.35

2297 $2.97

78 $3.45

2355 $7.39

206 $4.44

9198 $5.31 3.4 $5706

8885 $5.39 3.4 $5161

2.7 861

The total intrinsic value of options exercised which is the amount by which the stock price

exceeded the exercise price of the options on the date of exercise was immaterial during the
years

ended December 31 2010 and 2009 and was $584000 during the year ended December 31 2008

Restricted stock units RSUs currently being granted under the 2004 Plan are generally subject

to vesting over period of three years varying from graded vesting or performance-based conditions in

combination with graded vesting as well as other possible vesting schedules as determined at the date

of grant by the Board of Directors The fair value of the RSUs equivalent to the Companys stock

price at the date of grant is expensed over the vesting term

summary of RSU activity for 2010 is presented below

of

RSUs

RSUs
436

783

168
32

Nonvested shares outstanding at December 31 2010 1019

The total fair value of RSUs that vested during the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 was

$658000 and $307000 respectively No RSUs vested during the year ended December 31 2008

As of December 31 2010 there was approximately $4.9 million of total unrecognized

compensation cost related to the nonvested stock options and RSUs disclosed in the tables above That

cost is expected to be recognized over weighted average period of 2.4 years

Outstanding at January 2010

Granted

Exercised

Expired or canceled

Forfeited

Outstanding at December 31 2010

Vested and expected to vest at December 31 2010

Exercisable at December 31 2010 6151 $6.34

Nonvested shares outstanding at January 2010

Granted

Vested

Forfeited

Weighted
Number Average

Grant Date

Fair Value

in thousands

$3.40

$3.44

$3.99

$3.46

$3.39
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At December 31 2010 there were approximately 13241000 shares of CIBER common stock

reserved for share-based awards outstanding and available future grants under our share-based plans

Through December 31 2010 our Employee Stock Purchase Plan ESPP which is

non-qualified plan allowed eligible employees to purchase shares of our common stock at price equal

to 85% of the lesser of the fair market value on the first or last day of the applicable offering period

which is equal to three months Under this plan substantially all employees may elect to contribute up

to $6000 of their compensation during one calendar year In 2010 2009 and 2008 we issued

approximately 1060000 1030000 and 475000 shares respectively under our ESPP and the related

compensation cost recorded was approximately $814000 for 2010 $900000 for 2009 and $740000 for

2008 We modified our ESPP such that beginning in 2011 eligible employees will be allowed to

purchase shares of our common stock at price equal to 95% of fair market value on the last day of

the applicable three-month offering period Due to these changes the Company will have no related

compensation cost for our ESPP in 2011

Sale of Common StockDuring the year ended December 31 2009 we sold nine million shares of

our common stock for proceeds of $23.2 million net of issuance costs which were used to repay

portion of the outstanding borrowings under our then-outstanding senior secured reducing revolving

credit facility

Repurchase ProgramCIBER has had common stock share repurchase program since 1999 that

has been amended from time to time by our Board of Directors to increase the authorized shares

available for repurchase Under the most recent authorization in October 2009 the Board approved an

additional $5 million for future repurchases of our common stock Under the program in 2010 we

repurchased approximately 656000 shares of common stock at cost of $2.4 million At December 31

2010 there was approximately $3.1 million remaining for future repurchases under this program

however the Company is currently not permitted to make additional repurchases under the terms of

our amended Senior Credit Facility

Shelf Registration Statements on Form S-4At December 31 2010 we have two effective

registration statements on Form S-4 under which together approximately 13469000 shares of our

common stock remain available The shares available under either one of these registration statements

may be used by CIBER from time to time in connection with future business combinations

Shelf Registration Statement on Form S-3At December 31 2010 we have an effective registration

statement on Form S-3 under which up to $100 million of debt securities shares of our common stock

shares of our preferred stock and warrants may be sold in the future This registration statement

enables us to raise funds from the offering of such instruments described above from time to time

subject to market conditions and our capital needs
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Stock Purchase RightsPursuant to our Rights Agreement dated August 31 1998 CIBER Inc

paid dividend of one preferred stock purchase right Right for each outstanding share of

CIBER Inc common stock Common Stock on September 21 1998 Right is also attached to all

shares of Common Stock issued after the dividend date On May 2008 we amended and restated our

original Rights Agreement Under the Amended Rights Agreement each shareholder of the Company
holds one Right for each share of Common Stock held The Rights generally become exercisable oniy

in the event that an acquiring party accumulates 15% or more of our outstanding Common Stock Each

Right entitles the registered holder to purchase one one-thousandth of share of Series Junior

Participating Preferred Stock of CIBER Inc par value $0.01 at purchase price of thirty-seven

dollars subject to the conditions set forth in the Amended Rights Agreement If this were to occur

subject to certain exceptions each Right except for the Rights held by the acquiring party would

allow its holder to purchase Common Stock with value equal to twice the exercise price of the Right

In the event that after an acquiring party has accumulated 15% or more of our outstanding Common

Stock the Company is acquired in merger or other business combination transaction or 50% or more

of its consolidated assets cash flow or earning power are sold each unexercised Right except for the

Rights held by the acquiring party would thereafter allow its holder to purchase stock of the acquiring

company or our Common Stock if it is the surviving company to the transaction with value equal to

twice the purchase price of the Right If the Rights were fully exercised the shares issued would cause

substantial dilution to the acquiring party or the shareholders of the acquiring company The Amended

Rights Agreement provides period of time during which we may redeem the Rights in whole or in

part at price of $0001 per Right such that this period will end on the earlier of the tenth business

day following the date person or group becomes the beneficial owner of 15% or more of the

Common Stock or ii the final expiration date of the Rights which is May 2018

Comprehensive Income LossComprehensive income loss includes changes in the balances of

items that are reported directly as separate components of shareholders equity Comprehensive income

loss includes net income plus changes in cumulative foreign currency translation adjustment and gains

or losses on foreign subsidiary net investment hedges net of taxes

The components of comprehensive income loss were as follows

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Comprehensive income loss
Consolidated net income loss $77690 $15116 27813

Gain loss on hedging activity net of tax 86 198 89

Foreign currency translation adjustments 11462 13397 31938

Comprehensive income loss 89238 28315 4036
Comprehensive income loss attributable to

noncontrolling interests 546 181 646

Comprehensive income loss attributable to

CIBER Inc $88692 $28134 4682
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The balance of accumulated other comprehensive income reflected on the Consolidated Balance

Sheets was comprised of the following

Foreign

Currency
fransIation Hedge Loss Total

In thousands

Balance at January 2009 983 983
Change in foreign currency translation 13374 13374

Change in fair value of net investment hedges net of

tax
_______

198 198

Balance at December 31 2009 12391 198 12193

Change in foreign currency
translation 11446 11446

Change in fair value of cash flow hedges net of tax 86 86
Balance at December 31 2010 945 $284 661

In 2010 and 2009 we had losses of $481000 and $479000 respectively on our interest rate swaps

cash flow hedges that were reclassified to interest expense

15 Segment Information

Our reportable segments are our operating divisions which are organized internally primarily by

the nature of their services client base and geography and consist of our International division which

includes Europe Eastern Asia Australia and New Zealand and our Custom Solutions U.S ERF

Federal and IT Outsourcing divisions Our International division provides broad range of IT

consulting services including package software implementation application development systems

integration and support services with SAP-related solutions and services accounting for 60% to 65% of

its total revenue in 2010 Our Custom Solutions division provides application development integration

and support services Our India-based operations are considered part of our Custom Solutions division

Our U.S ERP division primarily provides enterprise software implementation services including ERP

software from software vendors such as Oracle SAP and Lawson Our Federal division provides

range of custom support services including infrastructure support systems integration mission support

and enterprise security Our IT Outsourcing division offers outsourced enterprise infrastructure

management solutions including managed hosted infrastructure service desk and desktop outsourcing

and remote application support services

We evaluate our divisions results of operations based on operating income before amortization of

intangible assets The accounting policies of our divisions are the same as those disclosed in the

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies in Note except for share-based compensation Share

based compensation is not charged to operating divisions but rather is recorded as part of corporate

expenses

Our largest client the various agencies of the U.S federal government collectively accounted for

approximately 11% of total revenue in each of 2010 2009 and 2008 No other client accounted for

more than 4% of our total revenue in 2010 Our IT Outsourcing division had client in 2010 that

accounted for 19% of total division revenue Substantially all of our Federal divisions revenue is
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funded by the U.S federal government including our contracts with several federal government prime

contractors

The following presents financial information about our reporting segments

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

In thousands

Revenues

International 385155 349834 406071

Custom Solutions 368682 372168 466208

U.S ERP 133662 126443 122163

Federal 117545 117613 127391

IT Outsourcing 76947 76341 72453

Total segment revenues 1081991 1042399 1194286

Corporate/Inter-segment 10648 4699 2719
Total revenues $1071343 $1037700 $1191567

Operating income loss
International 19842 20107 30795

Custom Solutions 25002 24125 45170
U.S ERP 3445 9764 1196

Federal 1979 5994 8682
IT Outsourcing 1407 1823 244

Total segment operating income 48861 58167 85599

Corporate expenses 35582 24517 25387
Goodwill impairment 112000
Amortization of intangibles 4429 5891 6274

Total operating income loss 103150 27759 53938

Assets1
International 72123 57557 59989
Custom Solutions 56210 58793 89473

U.S ERP 58206 38495 32154
Federal 22935 29638 34382
IT Outsourcing 8546 10983 5477

Total 218020 195466 221475

Other information

Total foreign revenue2 410142 363192 429843

Total foreign long-lived assets3 158503 157809 151874

Operating segment assets directly attributed to an operating segment and provided to the

chief executive officer only include net accounts receivable and deferred revenues

Represents sales to all foreign clients based on client locations
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This balance includes $142.6 million $142.8 million and $138.1 million of goodwill and

other intangible assets as of December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

16 Supplemental Statement of Cash Flow Information

Supplemental statement of cash flow information is as follows

Acquisitions

Fair value of assets recorded excluding cash

Liabilities recorded

Noncontrolling interest reduction

Cash paid for acquisitions net of cash acquired

Supplemental investing and financing activities

Cash paid for interest

Cash paid for income taxes net

Year Ended December 31

2019 2009 2008

In thousands

8385 $5279 8315

4805 949 1385
860

3580 $4330 7790

During the second quarter
of 2010 we recorded goodwill impairment charge of $112.0 million to

write-down the goodwill associated with certain segments The goodwill impairment charge is only

partially tax-affected and resulted in $30.8 million 27.5% deferred tax benefit

17 Selected Quarterly Financial Information Unaudited

6639 $5673

2825 1419

$10241

8966

First Second Third Fourth

Quarter Quarter1 Quarter Quarter Total

In thousands except per share amounts

$262690 265393 $265882 $277378 $1071343

65539 66528 65538 65015 262620

7157 111163 7141 6285 103150

3300 81062 3364 3292 77690

3525 80773 3402 3314 77160

Year ended December 31 2010

Revenues

Gross profit

Operating income loss
Consolidated net income loss
Net income loss attributable to

CIBER Inc

Earnings loss per
sharebasic and

diluted

Year ended December 31 2009

Revenues

Gross profit

Operating income

Consolidated net income

Net income attributable to CIBER Inc

Earnings per sharebasic and diluted

1.16 0.05 0.050.05

$258475

64882

7016

4297

4265

0.07

1.11

260604 $256367 $262254 $1037700

65929 64957 63525 259293

7468 7034 6241 27759

4709 3559 2551 15116

4656 3505 2532 14958

0.07 0.05 0.04 0.22
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Item Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

Not applicable

Item 9A Controls and Procedures

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and ProceduresDuring the fiscal period covered by this

report our management with the participation of our principal executive officer and
principal financial

officer carried out an evaluation of the effectiveness of the design and operation of our disclosure

controls and procedures as defined in Rules 13a-15e and 15d-15e of the Exchange Act Based upon

this evaluation our principal executive officer and principal financial officer have concluded that as of

the end of the period covered by this report our disclosure controls and procedures were effective to

ensure that information required to be disclosed by us in
reports we file or submit under the Exchange

Act is recorded processed summarized and reported within the time periods specified in Securities

and Exchange Commission rules and forms and accumulated and communicated to our

management including our principal executive officer and principal financial officer to allow timely

decisions regarding required disclosure

Managements Report on Internal Control Over Financial ReportingOur management is

responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting as such

term is defined in Exchange Act Rule 13a-15f CIBERs internal control systems were designed to

provide reasonable assurance to the Companys management and Board of Directors regarding the

preparation and fair presentation of published financial statements All internal control systems no

matter how well designed have inherent limitations Because of its inherent limitations internal control

over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements Therefore even those systems

determined to be effective can provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement

preparation and presentation Also projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are

subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the

degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate

Under the supervision and with the participation of our management including our principal

executive officer and principal financial officer we conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of our

internal control over financial reporting as of December 31 2010 based on the framework in Internal

ControlIntegrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway

Commission Based on our evaluation under the framework in Internal ControlIntegrated

Framework our management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was effective

as of December 31 2010

The attestation report on our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31 2010
issued by Ernst Young LLP the independent registered public accounting firm who also audited our

coisolidated financial statements is included following this Item 9A

Changes in Internal ControlsThere were no changes in our internal control over financial

reporting that occurred during our most recently completed fiscal quarter that have materially affected

or are reasonably likely to materially affect our internal control over financial reporting

We continue to monitor the effectiveness of our internal controls and make necessary

modifications to our processes and testing as appropriate on an on-going basis
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

The Board of Directors and Shareholders of CIBER Inc

We have audited CIBER Inc and subsidiaries the Company internal control over financial

reporting as of December 31 2010 based on criteria established in Internal ControlIntegrated

Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission the

COSO criteria The Companys management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control

over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial

reporting included in the accompanying Managements Report on Internal Control over Financial

Reporting Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the companys internal control over financial

reporting based on our audit

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting

Oversight Board United States Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain

reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained

in all material
respects

Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over

financial reporting assessing the risk that material weakness exists testing and evaluating the design

and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk and performing such other

procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances We believe that our audit provides

reasonable basis for our opinion

companys internal control over financial reporting is process designed to provide reasonable

assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for

external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles companys internal

control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that pertain to the

maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and

dispositions of the assets of the company provide reasonable assurance that transactions are

recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only

in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company and provide

reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition use or

disposition of the companys assets that could have material effect on the financial statements

Because of its inherent limitations internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or

detect misstatements Also projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject

to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the degree

of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate

In our opinion the Company maintained in all material respects effective internal control over

financial reporting as of December 31 2010 based on the COSO criteria

We also have audited in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting

Oversight Board United States the consolidated balance sheets of the Company as of December 31

2010 and 2009 and the related consolidated statements of operations shareholders equity and cash

flows for each of the three
years

in the period ended December 31 2010 of the Conipany and our

report dated February 25 2011 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon

/s/ Ernst Young LLP

Denver Colorado

February 25 2011
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Item 9B Other Information

Item 5.02e Departure of Directors or Certain Officers Election of Directors Appointment of

Certain Officers Compensatory Arrangements of Certain Officers

The compensation committee of the board of directors of CIBER Inc has approved forms of

employment and confidentiality agreements for the Companys executive vice presidents senior vice

presidents and vice presidents which detail compensation benefits termination conditions including

severance and change in control payments and non-compete and non-solicitation provisions Certain of

our Section 16 officers including Tony Hadzi and Marcia Kim will be subject to these agreements

The foregoing description of the employment and confidentiality agreements for the Companys
executive vice presidents senior vice presidents and vice presidents is qualified in its entirety by

reference to the forms of these agreements attached as Exhibit 10.21 Exhibit 10.22 and Exhibit 10.23

respectively to this Annual Report on Form 10-K which is incorporated herein by reference

Item 9.01d Exhibits

10.21 Form of Employment and Confidentiality Agreement Executive Vice Presidents

10.22 Form of Employment and Confidentiality Agreement Senior Vice Presidents

10.23 Form of Employment and Confidentiality Agreement Vice Presidents

Part III

The information required by Part III is omitted from this Report on Form 10-K because the

Registrant will file definitive proxy statement for its 2011 Aimual Meeting of Shareholders scheduled

for May 18 2011 the 2011 Proxy Statement within 120 days after December 31 2010 and certain

information included therein is incorporated herein by reference

Item 10 Directors Executive Officers and Corporate Governance

Corporate Governance Matters

We have Code of Business Conduct and Ethics the Code that applies to our principal

executive officer principal financial officer principal accounting officer or persons performing similar

functions The code can be found on our website at http//www.ciber.com We also have Corporate

Governance Guidelines and charters for the Audit Compensation and Nominating/Corporate

Governance Committees of our Board of Directors These Guidelines and Charters can also be found

on our website Any amendments or waivers to our Code will be disclosed as necessary on our website

Additionally copies of our Code and Corporate Governance Guidelines as well as the Charters for the

various Committees of the Board of Directors are available in print free of charge to any shareholder

that requests them

As required by Section 303A.12a of the Listed Company Manual of the New York Stock

Exchange NYSE the Company has filed with the NYSE the chief executive officers annual

certification regarding compliance with the NYSEs corporate governance listing standards

Additionally the Companys chief executive officer and chief financial officer certifications required by

Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act are included as Exhibits 31.1 and 31.2 in this Annual Report on

Form 10-K

The additional information required by this item is incorporated by reference from the sections

captioned Directors and Executive Officers Section 16a Beneficial Ownership Reporting

Compliance and Corporate Governance Practices in CIBERs 2011 Proxy Statement
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Item 11 Executive Compensation

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference from the sections captioned

Executive Compensation and Corporate Governance Practices in CIBERs 2011 Proxy Statement

Item 12 Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Shareholder

Matters

Securities Authorized for Issuance under Equity Compensation Plans

The following table provides information as of December 31 2010 regarding compensation plans

under which our equity securities are authorized for issuance

Number of securities

Number of securities to Weighted-average remaining available for

be issued upon exercise exercise price of future issuance under

of outstanding options outstanding options equity compensation
warrants and rights warrants and rights plans1

Equity compensation plans/arrangements

approved by shareholders 87454332 $5.73 39371513

Equity compensation plans/arrangements

not approved by shareholders4 1471941 $3.10

Total 10217374 3937151

Excludes securities reflected in 1st column

Consists of 7726181 stock options with weighted average exercise price of $5.73 and 1019252

restricted stock units

Includes 3023311 shares remaining available for future grants at December 31 2010 under our

2004 Incentive Plan plus 913840 shares available for future sales to employees under our

Employee Stock Purchase Plan

Represents 1400000 shares issued under the Inducement Plan for our new chief executive officer

and 71941 shares issued under the SCB Employee Inducement Award Plan

The additional information required by this item is incorporated by reference from the section

captioned Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management in CIBERs 2011 Proxy

Statement

Item 13 Certain Relationships and Related Transactions and Director Independence

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference from the sections captioned

Certain Relationships and Related Party Transactions and Corporate Governance Practices in

CIBERs 2011 Proxy Statement

Item 14 Principal Accountant Fees and Services

The information required by this item is incorporated by reference from the section captioned

Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm in CIBERs 2011 Proxy Statement
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Part IV

Item 15 Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules

Financial Statements

The following financial statements are filed as part of this report

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

Consolidated Statements of OperationsYears Ended December 31 2010 2009 and

2008

Consolidated Balance SheetsDecember 31 2010 and 2009

Consolidated Statements of Shareholders EquityYears Ended December 31 2010
2009 and 2008

Consolidated Statements of Cash FlowsYears Ended December 31 2010 2009 and

2008

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Financial Statement Schedules

All schedules are omitted either because they are not applicable or because the required

information is shown in the consolidated financial statements or notes thereto

Exhibits

The Exhibits filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K are listed on the Exhibit Index

immediately preceding such Exhibits which Exhibit Index is incorporated herein by reference
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15d of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as

amended the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned

thereunto duly authorized

CIBER Inc

David Peterschmidt

President and Chief Executive Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 this report has been signed

below by the following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates

indicated

Is PETER CHEESBROUGH

Peter Cheesbrough

Chief Financial Officer Executive Vice

President Treasurer and Director

Principal Financial Officer

February 25 2011

Is PAUL JACOBS

Paul Jacobs
Chairman of the Board February 25 2011

Is STEPHEN KURTZ

Stephen Kurtz
Director February 25 2011

/s KURT LAUK

Kurt Lauk

/s CHRISTOPHER LOFFREDO

Christopher Loffredo

Is ARCHIBALD MCGILL

Archibald McGill

/s DAVID PETERSCHMIDT

Date February 25 2011 By /s DAVID PETERSCHMIDT

Signature Title Date

Director

Vice President and Chief Accounting

Officer Principal Accounting Officer

Director

Chief Executive Officer President and

Director Principal Executive Officer

February 25 2011

February 25 2011

February 25 2011

February 25 2011
David Peterschmidt
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Title DateSignature

Is JAMES SPIRA

February 25 2011Director

James Spira

Is BoBBY SmvENs0N
Founder and Director February 25 2011

Bobby Stevenson

Is JAMEs WETHERBE
Director February 25 2011

James Wetherbe
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EXHIBIT INDEX

Exhibit
Incorporated byReference

Number Exhibit Description Form File No Date Filed

3.1 Restated Certificate of Incorporation of CIBER Inc 10-0 001-13103 11/7/2005

3.2 Amended and Restated Bylaws of CIBER Inc as 10-K 001-13103 3/5/2009

adopted February 15 2001 Amendment to the

Amended and Restated Bylaws of CIBER Inc as

adopted February 18 2003 Amendment to the

Amended and Restated Bylaws of CIBER Inc as

adopted May 2005 Amendment to the Amended

and Restated Bylaws of CIBER Inc as adopted

February 25 2009

3.3 Amendment to the Amended and Restated Bylaws of 10-0 001-13103 8/5/2010

CIBER Inc as adopted June 2010

4.1 Form of Common Stock Certificate S-i 33-74774 2/2/1994

4.2 First Amended and Restated Rights Agreement dated 8-A/A 001-13103 5/2/2008

as of May 2008 between CIBER Inc and Wells

Fargo Bank National Association

10.1 1989 CIBER Inc Employee Stock Option Plan S-i 33-74774 2/2/1994

10.2 Form of CIBER Inc Non-Employee Directors Stock S-i 33-74774 2/2/1994

Option Plan

10.3 CIBER Inc Equity Incentive Plan amended and 10-Q 001-13103 5/7/2001

restated as of February 15 2001

10.4 CIBER Inc Non-Employee Directors Stock 10-K 001-13103 9/24/1998

Compensation Plan as amended July 1997

10.5 Form of Change of Control Agreement adopted as of 10-K 001-13103 3/27/2003

February 18 2003

10.6 Form of Indemnification Agreement adopted as of 10-K 001-13103 3/27/2003

February 18 2003

10.7 CIBER Inc SCB Employment Inducement Award S-8 333-113259 3/3/2004

Plan effective March 2004

10.8 CIBER Inc 2004 Incentive Plan as amended April 29 8-K 001-13103 5/5/2008

2008

10.9 Employment agreement with Terje Laugerud dated 10-K 001-13103 3/14/2005

January 2003

10.10 Employment agreement with Peter Cheesbrough dated 8-K/A 001-13103 11/2/2007

October 31 2007

10.11 CIBER Inc Employee Stock Purchase Plan as S-8 333-159635 6/1/2009

amended and restated May 2009
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Incorporated by Reference

Exhibit Description Form File No Date Filed

Amended and Restated Credit Agreement by and 8-K 001-13103 8/20/2009

among CIBER Inc as borrower Bank of America

N.A as administrative agent swing line lender and

L/C issuer and the other lender parties thereto dated

August 20 2009

10.13 Security and Pledge Agreement by and among
CIBER Inc and certain subsidiaries of CIBER Inc in

favor of Bank of America N.A in its capacity as

administrative agent dated August 20 2009

10.14 First Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit

Agreement by and among CIBER Inc as borrower

Bank of America N.A as administrative agent swing

line lender and L/C issuer and the other lender parties

thereto dated February 18 2010

10.15 Employment Agreement dated July 2010 between

CIBER Inc and David Peterschmidt

10.16 CIBER Non-Qualified Option Agreement dated

July 2010 between CIBER and David Peterschmidt

10.17 Second Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit

Agreement and Waiver by and among CIBER Inc as

borrower Bank of America N.A as administrative

agent swing line lender and L/C issuer and the other

lender parties thereto dated August 2010

10.18 Executive Transition Agreement dated August 2010
between CIBER Inc and Mac Slingerlend

10.19 Description of Board of Director Compensation

Program

10.20 Third Amendment to Amended and Restated Credit

Agreement and Waiver by and among CIBER Inc as

borrower Bank of America N.A as administrative

agent lender swing line lender and L/C issuer and the

other lender parties thereto dated February 18 2011
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LETTER TO OUR SHAREHUOERS

FELLOW SHAREHOLDERS
SOME HAVE MISTAKEN CIBERS TRANSFORMATION

AS TURNAROUND STORY IT/S/i GRO WTH STORY

ONE POISED ON COMPELLING CHOICE

Do we settle for underperformance Or do we

realign and reinvigorate the entire organization

in seizing the opportunity before us So we

chose the latter but in doing so faced-up to

some time-honored business truths Whoever

defined success as the point where prepara

tion meets opportunity wasnt kidding CIBER

possesses several core attributes on which to

build more effective and valuable corporation

There is ample opportunity for us in large and

growing market CIBER also enjoys blue chip

customer base and employees with special

skills and enduring experience

By way of preparation in the last six months

weve developed comprehensive strategic

plan implemented significant operating regi

mens as well as attracted complementary

strength to the management team and the

board of directors

So we change course and then we change

behavior responsive strategic plan is in place

Senior management is gaining new expertise

and weve strengthened the board of directors

with regard to capitalizing on our core business

potential The main challenge as see it is to

concentrate the companys core capabilities

mass and its sales strategy force in ways that

best capture new growth and better financial

performance In recent speech characterized

CIBER as being hundred miles wide and about

one micron thick want CIBER to go deep into

smaller number of high-quality opportunities

And so were rapidly integrating our sales and

delivery organizations so they can concentrate

and leverage CIBERs expertise in those markets

and service lines where we excel Its work in

progress but progress is underway and already

making difference
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LETTER TO OUR SHAREHOLUERS

FOUR KEY INITIATIVES

TO DRIVE GROWTH

Create tighter focus on specific

market verticals

Develop world-class sales force

Enhance our IT infrastructure

Instill operating regimens

Year-end results show steady improvement

That doesnt in any way slacken our impatience

to grow profits improve margins and increase

operating revenue Weve sparked four key

initiatives to drive growth First weve tightened

our focus on specific market verticals Were

developing world-class sales force Were

also enhancing our IT infrastructure and as

mentioned were
instilling operating regimens

that will increase productivity and performance

There are good signs despite some lagging

financials Revenue continues to grow but year-

end profitability and cash flow were not strong

We aim for sustained predictable financial

performance and am confident the factors for

success are set in place Those factors include

winning more high-quality deals in the right

markets improving cash collection gaining

higher gross and operating margins expanding

our presence in India while overall increasing

our global delivery capability Were saying

no to problematic deals and by sharpening

attention to fundamentals were improving

operational execution

Overall consolidated revenue growth was 3%

in 2010 led by 10% growth at our largest divi

sion International at 36% of CIBERs revenue

Custom Solutions which comprised 34% of

CIBER revenues climbed out of 20% revenue

decline in 2009 to 1% decline in 201 Yet in

the fourth quarter we witnessed 6% growth

So things are looking up Improvements in our

operating discipline as well as greater organi

zational unity will lead to improvements in

financial metrics especially profitability cash

flow and shareholder value

Our goals are plain and straightforward Capture

growth improve financial performance instill

operating disciplines for efficiency and effec

tiveness sharpen sales initiatives toward high-

value projects and profitable relationships

Global demand for IT services is rapidly increasing

$763 billion in 2009 the market is expected

to reach $907 billion in 2014 CIBER has plenty

of headroom and opportunity to capture market

share Currently we have slim O14% of the

global market

907
WE THINK IN TERMS OF PRACTICAL INNOVATIONS

AND WE SEE OUR VALUE IN THE ABILITY

TO IDENTIFY AND SOLVE COMPLEX CONFOUNDING

PROBLEMS AND WHYNOT



LETTER TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS

000000000
In 2014 the global demand for IT services is expected to reach $907 billion

CIBERs grow/h opportunity is immense

GLOBAL MARKET SHARE IT SERVICE
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LETTER TO OUR SHAREHOLDERS

OUR FIVE CORE

OFFERINGS INCLUDE

Core

Application Development and

Management

Business Analytics

Digrtal Marketing

Mobility

Testing and Quality Assurance

By streamlining by coherently unifying our global

assets we have toppled the silos wrung out

redundancies and redirected individual teams

toward new more strategic objectives

key ingredient is formation of world-class

sales team Im of the belief that sales is more

science than art and that to grow business you

have to systematically create opportunities So

were focusing on smaller number of markets

And were competing for higher-margin projects

To deepen existing relationships win better

engagements and increase our value the sales

team has to be integrated collaborative and

highly responsive in bringing capability and talent

to bear in meeting our clients needs

And so were investing resources and energy

in efforts to develop our sales organization into

truly world-class operation Training marketing

support and concentrated focus on high-value

high-profit engagements will make big differ

ence in our growth profile

At the same time weve established deal

review committee to scrutinize on weekly

basis significant deals to make sure they pass

muster in terms of our strategic focus profit

ability risk tolerance and upside potential

mention this committee in particular as an

example of how weve centralized decision-

making and unified the companys pursuit of

performance benchmarks

Weve created global account management

team to support sales by strengthening our

business relationships and promoting aware

ness of GIBER as being cohesive and effective

in deploying talent and delivering assets

strong indicator of where were going is evi

dent in the recent success of GIBER Managed

Services CMS Already profitable changes at

CMS are emblematic of internal realignments

to create and capitalize on repeatable opportu

nities in higher margin practices and solutions

Extremely important in these early stages is

ongoing expansion of our global delivery capa

bility which is why we are increasing operating

capacity in India Now we have 1100 profes

sionals on staff By the end of 2011 we will have

doubled that number

Closer to home weve reorganized our North

American operating division making it more

responsive in amassing talent and intellectual

assets to solve client needs In fact we have

arranged the global practice areas under senior

leaders and supported them with subject experts

sales and account managers to better respond

to opportunities and changing demands Were

looking for more operational unity and coordi

nation what youd expect to see from an inte

grated billion-dollar global corporation So were

creating IT infrastructures to better support more

disciplined and strategic decision-making

Near Core

Outfield

BUSINESS FOCUS

CIBERs concentration of force and mass

translates to an increased focus on high-quality

tightly defined offerings and disciplined

approach to resource allocation We are

directing 65% of our resources to our Core

verticals and practices 3% to Near Core

and only 5% to those identified as Outfield



LETTER TO OOR SHAREHOLDERS

NEW OPERATIONAL DISGIPLINES

SPARK CHANCE/N PERSONAL BEHA V/OR

CORPORA IF GUI TURE

Where CIBER has
traditionally accepted degrees

of underperformance as price for indepen

dence weve got to achieve competitive effec

tiveness by concentrating what we have behind

each and every well-considered initiative

There is no doubt we have to improve on finan

cial performance but the way forward in that

area is to focus on operational improvements

sales discipline and strategy aimed at more

profitable long-term deals As we improve

market performance were confident in seeing

margin improvement as well

Our goals are simple and straightforward There

is ample opportunity for growth We must take

the best steps to capture that growth We must

also
significantly improve financial performance

by instilling throughout the global organization

higher levels of operating efficiency and effec

tiveness And finally we must concentrate

on high-value offerings in selected market

verticals such as energy and utilities healthcare

and manufacturing On that point specifically

would point out initiatives such as mobile solu

tions that bring real-time sales and account

information to managers and sales executives

in the field This is noteworthy because up until

now our value is
largely

realized in the back office

where technology helps our clients reduce costs

and maximize efficiency Now were taking our

abilities to the front office to help those same

clients
identify opportunities and realize growth

As we make continued progress in these efforts

expect to see more sustained and predictable

financial performance Of course you will ex

pect to see it too And so with your interests

in mind thank you again for the confidence

youve instilled not only in this management

team but also in the employees and partners of

this good company

DA\.flD PETERSCHMIDT

President and Chief Executive Officer



HNANCAL FUGHUGHTS

GIBER INC AND SUBSIDIARIES

Cs ri thossanos except per share amosnthyear ended Dec 31 201

STATEMENTS OF OPERATING DATA

Revenue 1071343 l03770O 1191567 1r081r975 995837

Gross profit 262620 259293 324480 292459 266O79

Selling general and administrative expenses 249341 225643 264268 2321 19 215109

Goodwill impairment 12000

Operating income loss 103150 27759 53938 54520 45r040

Net income loss attributable to CIBER Inc 771 60 14958 26884 23951 24735

EARNINGS LOSS PER SHARE

Basic 1.11 0.22 045 039 0.40

Diluted 111 0.22 0.45 0.39 040

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING

Basic 69r626 67r996 60092 61207 61925

Diluted 69626 68r107 60389 61924 62357

BALANCE SHEET DATA

Working capital 132364 36854 165233 173924 140757

Total assets 722r364 803256 797520 848931 779679

Long term debt current portion 10 473 10 697 002 108 602

Long term debt noncurrent portion 77 879 87 500 165710 193 978 192 092

Total shareholders equity 419500 506246 453324 459939 416 122

Shares outstanding netof treasury 70 12 69482 60085 60 747 61 753
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AT GLANCE

GIBER IS WELL ON THE WAY TO TRANSFORMING ITSELF

INTO UNIFIED AND COHESIVE GLOBAL PROVIDER OF INTEGRATED

IT SOLUTIONS AND BUSINESS-CHANGING PROCESSES

CIBER has provided integrated IT solutions for the changing world over

the past 36 years With over 8600 employees and subcontractors in

19 countries CIBER generates more than $1 billion in yearly revenue

Aspiring to realize our potential as creator of practical innovations

CIBER has instigated comprehensive intensely practical reorganization

and realignment

Our objective to improve financial performance wdl be attained by utiliang

our refined strategic approach improved operational regimens and

increased as well as narrowed focus on higher margin well-developed

offerings As an organization we need to focus on creating high-value

tightly
defined core offerings for our clients Ultimately to fuel our world-

class management information systems offerings we need to become

world-class sales organization

WHO WE ARE

For more than 35 years C/PER has been global in formation

technology consulting services and outsourcing company

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR 2011

Sustained predictable performance will translate to growth for C/PER

in this
thriving

IT market

Founded in1974

Our very first client is still

our client

$1.1 billion in revenue

Big enough to matter

small enough to care

8600 employees and

subcontractors in 19 countries

Named one of the Top Ten

Best Managed Global

Outsourcers

Expertise in application

development integration and

management in both custom

and ERP environments with

flexible robust and fully

integrated infrastructure

support options

Higher-quality deal wins in

key verticals

Improvement in Days Sales

Outstanding and cash collection

Gross and operating margin

improvement

Expanded India presence

and increased global delivery

Decrease in problematic deals

Improved operational execution

OUR CORE OFFERINGS INCLUDE

Application Development and Management

OUR CORE MARKETS INCLUDE

Healthcare Payer

Business Analytcs Energy and Utilities

Digital Marketing

Mobility

Manufacturing

Retail

Testing and Quality Assurance Telecommunications



CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

GIBER INC AND SUBSIDIARIES

in thousands except per share amountsyear ended Dec 31 2010 2009 2008

REVENUES

Consulting services 1025056 992779 1133233

Other revenue 46287 449215 8334

Total revenues 107 1343 1037700 191567

OPERATING EXPENSES

Cost of consulting services 780355 750164 829806
Cost of other revenue 28368 28243 37281

Selling general and administrative 249341 225643 264268

Goodwill impairment 2000

Amortization of intangible assets 4429 5891 6274

Total operating expenses 11 74493 1009941 1137629

OPERATING INCOME LOSS 103150 27759 53938

Interest income 617 994 1253

Interestexpense 7044 6180 13854
Other income expense net 65 338 1444

INCOME LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAXES 109512 2291 39893

Income tax expense benefit 31822 7795 12080

CONSOLIDATED NET INCOME LOSS 77690 15116 27813

Net Income loss attributable to noncontrolling interests 530 158 929

NET INCOME LOSS ATTRIBUTABLE TO CIBER INC 77160 14958 26884

EARNINGS LOSS PER SHARE

Basic 1.11 022 045

Diluted 1.1 0.22 0.45

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING

Basic 69626 67996 60092
Diluted 69626 68107 60389
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

GIBER ING AND SUBSIDIARIES

in thousands except per share amounts year ended Dec 2010 2009

ASSETS

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 69329 67424

Accounts receivable net of allowances of $9413 and $3192 respectively 2392 14 213 100

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 25396 22727

Deferred income taxes 1373 6627

Total current assets 3453 12 309878

Property and equipment net of accumulated depreciation of $60732 and $57958 respectively 26443 24830

Goodwill 338908 450739

Other intangible assets net 2357 5159

Other assets 9344 2650

TOTAL ASSET 72236 803256

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Current liabilities

Current portion of long-term debt 10473 10697

Accounts payable 49835 33981

Accrued compensation and related liabilities 729 18 65747

Deferred revenue 21194 17634

Income taxes payable 9760 10402

Other accrued expenses and liabilities 48768 34563

Total current liabilities 212948 173024

Long-term debt 77879 87500

Deferred income taxes 6159 36486

Other long-term liabilities 5878

Total liabilities 302864 297010

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

EQUITY

CIBER Inc Shareholders Equity

Preferred stock $0.01 par value 1000 shares authorized no shares issued

Common stock $0.01 par value 100000 shares authorized 74487 shares issued 745 745

Treasury stock at cost 4363 and 5005 shares respectively 25003 30069
Additional paid-in capital 325177 322999

Retained earnings 81 13 199668

Accumulated other comprehensive income 661 12193

Total CIBER Inc shareholders equity 419693 505536

Noncontrolling interests 193 710

Total equity 419500 506246

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 722364 803256
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

GIBER ING AND SUBSIDIARIES

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Consolidated net income loss 77690 15116 27813

112000

11673

4429

38876

8423

4090

4332

37282

1580
16564

6561

18140

4337

35121

11719

5891

1462

2260

3763

2329

24775

520

1967
1035

8441

7243

81547

12519

6274

3120

6965

3439

5303

216

16527

653

1860

11641

3792
939

92171

in thousands year ended Dec 31 2010 2009 2008

Adjustments to reconcile consolidated net income loss

to net cash provided by operating activities

Goodwill impairment

Depreciation

Amortization of intangible assets

Deferred income tax expense benefit

Provision for doubtful receivables

Share-based compensation expense

Noncash interest from discount on convertible debentures

Other net

Changes in operating assets and liabilities net of acquisitions

Accounts receivable

Other current and long-term assets

Accounts payable

Accrued compensation and related liabilities

Other current and long-term liabilities

Income taxes payable/refundable

Net cash provided by operating activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Acquisitions net of cash acquired 3580 4330 7790
Purchases of property and equipment net 13990 9059 14680
Other net 233

Net cash used in investing activities 17570 13389 22237

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Borrowings on long-term debt 385481 569619 619850

Payments on long-term debt 396618 639135 510829

Retirement of debentures 149495
Sale of common stock net of $194 of issuance costs 23220

Employee stock purchases and options exercised 2384 2404 4030

Purchases of treasury stock 2444 4998 8109
Excess tax benefits from share-based compensation 61 148

Settlement of cross-currency interest rate swaps 4280
Credit facility origination/amendment fees paid 685 347 1243

Acquisition of noncontrolling interest 1558
Other net 222

Net cash used in financing activities 13379 52583 49932
Effect of foreign exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 2267 3000 2870

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 1905 18575 17132

Cash and cash equivalents beginning of period 67424 48849 31717

Cash and cash equivalents end of period 69329 67424 48849
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